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-\ INTRODUCTION
9

f

This ,document reports the result's of a national needs assess-
ment survey conducted by Applied Management Sciences for the Office
of EduCation, Division of Educational Technology, aspart of Con(
tract No. 0E-300-76-0398. The purpose of the survey vas to assess
the general needs of adult Americans that could be served by educa-
tional programming for television, and the data are intended ta be
used by OE and other agencies as funding decisions are made coiicer%-

,ing the development of educational programs, or series. The survey
had three component parts: a series of focus group interviews,

intended for colleCtion of preliminary data for the survey; a

telephone survey of 1300 adult Americans in_ order to ask the public '
directly about their predominant concerns; and a series dY personal

interviews with experts in a variety ,of broadcasting and education

and social 'science-related fields, to obtain an4analytic perspective

.on'tlie direction in which television programming- should move.

This report will discuss,the questions that the survey was
d.esigned to answer, document the procedures used, present the re-

- suits of the three component parts, and synthesize.. the findings.

Chapter 2 provides an overview to the problem being addressed

by this study, the background of the study and the research.dbjec-
tines.

Chapter 3 presents a discussion of the methodology employed
-

for each of the three study components- -the focus group interviews,.%

personal interviews and national telephone interviews;

4
4'
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Chpter A details the 'findings from each of these efforts.
40.

Chapter 5 dikusses the study results and.presentis some recom-
_

mendations'fdr educational television programming.
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40.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

'Since the 0 fice of Education anticipates that the trend to-'

.wards the increasing use of national-television prwamming for ed,.

ucationalor instructional ptirposes will continue, it lecame critical

to assess the concerns and issues important to the American public

that could be served by this vehicle. Such an assessment will pro-

vide a rational basis far decisions concerning allocations of're=

sources for the de1elopment of new television series or supplementary'

assistance to ongoing endeavors. Additionally., Applied Management

Sciences, in consortium with the,EducationalFilm enter, Springfield,

Virginia, and the Institute for Child'Study of th University of

Maryland, College Park, Maryland, is currently under contract to -

the"Office of Education to develop and produce a national television.

series onparent education.. To facilitate this effort, information

on the perceived parenting- relating needs of a large group.ofAparents

isrequired. It is for both of these reasons that the Office, of

Education Provided funds-for Applied Management Sciences.to conduct.,

a national assessment of the important general ,pipblems and issues

and parent-speCific problems and issues faced by the adult American

public that could be addressed by .television programming_

'. There are mangy' reasons for the .expectation of a growing arket

for educational programming. First, television has seen successfully

used as a medium for instruction and:learning in many educational

settings,' primarily schoolg. 'Given the proper planning and careful



integration into, the instructional process, it is demonstrably

pervasive and effFctive. Highly successful programs with educational

intents have been developed in the pat few years to be broadcast to

a national audience via commercial and publictelevision stations.

These programs were'successfulid Meeting thei learning objectives

and in reaching a considerable audience (e.g., Sesame Street, The

Electric ,Company). Thus, the precedent exists for reaching national

audiences for purposes of transmitting specific instructional agenda

via national television prOgramming.

Second, television is already a highly pervasive influence in
,

the#American hoUsehold, so it seems logical that such a poWerful

medium could be trapped for instructional as well as entertainment.
purposes. Not only do Americans awn television sets, but they are

watching e average home set is reported to be tumid on for

6 hours and 14 minutes a day according to data reported by A. C.

Nielsen in the August 16 issue of Broattcasting. 1/
-Further,-it is

,estimated that by the time the average American aild is'18,' s/he

has watched over 22,00 hours of" viewing time. More time has been

devoted to this activity by 18 years of age than any other _single

activity with the exception of sleep.?/ Even television with-

enteftainment purposes impacts on peoples' attitudes and behaviors.

:'For example, in a, 1971 study,.LoScuito asked adultswhat they
4 A

thought they learned about the world in gener'al: they learned how

to handle,themselves in social situations and how to deal with their

-own personal problems. These responses echoed earlier findings, In

a 1968 study of adtplts and adolescents living in New York, one-third

of the respondents said that'v:iewing television helped them to better

understand their .own personal problems and to make decisions.'

1/
Broadcasting, Volume 91, No. 7: August 16, 1976

2/
Richard C. Burke, InstructionalTV: Bol,d New Venture (Blommingtdn:
Indiana Univ. Piegs,.1974, p. 121.

2.2
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Third, televisiOn is pre.ferred over traditional, in- school

instruction to reach large audiences. Regular (i.e.; classroom-

oriented) instructional modes'have several limitations': ;students
-

Must travel sortie, distanc e to reach tRe classroom; social and econom-
ic ic conditions often prevent pro4ective students from utilizing

traditional mEideteacherS can-only serve a limited number of
s tuden.ts,at one timA; quality personnel are riot eDficiently used;

O
and non-print information.(lektiares,* presentations) cannot be stored
or retrievet. 1 / Educational'Programming for te/evisiogcan overcome
these restraints. Furthef, these restraints particularAr affect the

adult learner, who is-characterist.icadly resistant to the traditional
.classroom situation. .

National television prograMming has already been recognized,as

an optimal vehicle fox dissemination of informatiOn io the American
,

public or to sub-groups of the public,as evidenced by the Office
4

of Education's financial support ftrprtduction ofThe Electric
Company and Sesame Street and their fundirig of the development of

the previously mentioned parent education televisionseries. Given
' the anticipated increase in educatiOnal programMfng gus. the-prolif-.

'.eration of programming ideas ,and the competition for limited resourees,:

a rational basis needs to be established-for making decisions concer-
the type of programming concepts and'subject matter. The

'Office of EducaiOn'determined that its finding decisions should be
-based on data on the primary 'concerns and dssues faced,,by the

Aderican public. This determination was:predicated on two assumptions:
III r.

that responsible programMing'should be responsive to the public's

needs,-and that for educational teleYision programmingng to,

successful (that is, to attract the intended audience'and achieve
,

the desired goals), it must address issues, problems, or.informational
J A

..: 't

I v

1 / tews A. Rhodes, "The Role of-Televisioa in Edgcation," in, Richard
C. Burke. (ed.), Instructional TV: Bold New Adventure,Blooming'ton* '-

. Indiana Univ. Press, 19727, p. 4. ' ,

,. t

elf
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areas of interest to a large number of people. Unfortunately, no

'relia.ble and valid national data bases were found io exist that could

be used'tO determine the public's primary concerns, as the following

discussion illustrates.

The,data that exist on the public's educational programming

preferences' are not apprOpriate for purposes of prioritizing areas

,for further programming development. -Much of the available data

deals with the prioritizing -of speCific, existing educational tele-

vision programs or'serlesi and/or ha ,been collected by local
`

stations' ascertainment studies which, assess local- needs and serve

the local television tations'''agenda.. Furthermore, since ascer-

.

tainment studies have served a vdriety of purposes pertinent only
.

,

to each local station, it is impossible to aggregate, the local

data to a national, level.
0

',The survey described within this repot was intended ,to assess

problem areas that could be served by television programming. It .

is developmental.in nature and national in scope,, which differentiates

it from.the purposes orexisting information bases. Finally, this

assessment is a state -of -the -art survey; predominant publiC needs

and concerns as well, as media reflection of them change very quickly.

Thus, for television programming to reflect current issues' and

- problems, this type of survey would have to be .conducted immediately

prior to..i'decision making, .and updated.frequently.

in\order ti; establish an appropriate data base for the ordering
4 0

of priorities fOr educational telex1-'ilvn programming, a national
% .

needs assessment survey technique was chosen. Two primary methods

of'data collection were selected., Approximately fifty experts. in

a variety of social science fields -were personally interviewed to

assess their perceptions of the American public's wedominant needs";

and, a national survey of adult Americans was-,:conducted to directly

assess the public's needs and cgliCerns. In --adi-tdon, a series, of

focus group interviews' were conducted with approximately forty-five

individuals iii order to explore, in an- pen -ended manner their pre-
%

dominant concerns; the results of the focus group interviews were

4'4.

N.s
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primarily used to develop a close-ended questionnaire for the survey

of adultd-Americans: All three components of tIA needs assessment,

in conjunction with each other, were designed to address the

following study objectives:

(1) Order the. priorities for educational television prog ram-
ming:

Identify general problem areas:

.. To determihe the perceived critical problems or
issues of concern to adult Americans. Critical
problems/issues are 'defined as areas- related to
survival or security needs that areconsidevd
severe enough to. be'served by public social ser-
vice agencies or izstitutions; thatt is, pro-
grammatic responses. to these problems exist.
Examples of such problems/issues might include:
coping with someone's drug or alcohol abuse,
tips, on consumerism, identifying mental health'
problems, improving one's health care, etc.

To determine the perceived coping or growth prob-
lems or issues of concern tao adult Americans.
Coping or growth problems are not typically
served, by total program responlsesalthoughgen-
eral resources are available. examples ofsuch
problems/issues might include: gaining infor-

Ak mation related to hOme repairs, hobbies/crafs,
historical events; Metric education; planning
retirement activities; understanding changing

L

sex roles, etc.

Identify delivery systems:

..- To determine whether televliion-programming is
perceived' as a delivery system for critical or
growth problems. r

(2) Identify-appropriate themes for the-parent education
,

television series:

To determine whether parenting or raising young
children-is oneof people's perceived problems or
issues of concern.

..;1
To determine the perceived important parenting re- ..

1

lated concerns of adult Americans ar*edult parents.

(3) Idenilify demographic differences:
.

. To determine whether there are geographic/urbanicity/
age /education /racial, /income /marital status/sexual
differences' in peoples' perceptions of problems/.
issues and their attitudes and viewing habits towards
television prograftming.

2.5
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(4) Identify television programming preferences:

To determine peoples' receptiveness.to informational/
educational television programming.

t To determine peoples' access and receptivenesS to
public television (i.e., broadcasting from non-com-
mercially owned television stations).

4

#

I

I
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3
STUDY METHODOLOGY

r

3.1: PURPOSp OF THREE-PRONGED APPROACH .

The main thrbst of the needs assessment study Was to id tify

areas of concern that the public wants to know more about Or that

analysts think should be brought to, the attention of the public.

It was not a primary purpose of this study to inquire about the

use of television at a delivery system for the relevant infl)rma-
Htion needs. The Office of Education fel--t\that most-indivi uals

,..

jhave predetermined expectations concerning the types of su ect
1

matter appropriate for. television that are influenced by tlIg variety

of current programming, and they did not want respon'aentsilexpres-,'

sions of concerns or issues to be limited because of thesd expecta-"

tions. Thus, respondents were probed prima/41y about their can-

erns and only secondarily about how television might'ass 8t in

addressing those concerns. Each of the two"mai,or study components,

the national survey of adult Americans and the survey of prominent

analysts, was intended to"provide...a different perspectiv on the

:
,

predominant concerns and issues that should4be b-sought , fore-the

American public. The focus group interviews served as formative

research for the development of the other two study components.
...., .

3.2: FOCUS GROUP:INTERVIK7S"
4 )

A group discussion method was chosen for a-preliminary

exploration of the problems that.peOple encounter in everyday
- , 0.,

life and peoples' atiitpdes toward television., The focus group
interview format allows a freefloWing, d,ivergdnt discussion on

3.1 1G
0



a topic or series of topics, and it was thus considered highly suit-

able for 44.fOrtafive study on the range o concerns, problems, and

issues that people feel are impOrtant to them and/or want more

co5rtation about. Prior to the conduct of the focus group inter-
/

views, the areas that the ensuing study would focus on were deline-

ated, and those areas were incorporated into A.Jdiscussion agenda'

(see Appendix A). People were encouraged, through probe questions

to freely talk, about the range .of topics important to them within

each area introduced by the group facilitator. These responses w re

primarily used to structure the'close-ended response choices to the

items in thenational survey of adult Americans, although, in some

cases, the.analysts who were personally interviewed were asked to

Comment on the concerns expressed in the group interviews.

The series offive focus group interviews each consisted of

about nine participantsoand one discussion facilitator, and were

held in five separate locations throughout the country. The'se

interviews were conducted in lateOctober and early November,,:1976

Based on experience in conducting this type of session, it waS-

detided that young (18-late 20's) persons and middle-aged persons .

should' mot be mixed in'the same session. Thus, participants were

selected for each session to obtain the following mix of character-

istics:

City Group Characteristics'

Princeton, New Jersey, Middle-class adults
Chicago, Illinois Working-class ad4,1ts
New Orleans,'Louisiana Working-class adults
Dallas, Texas Middle-c1ass-xoung adults
Los Angeles, California Working-class young adults

4

Each meeting lasted for approximately,two hours and discussion

centered around-the agenda exhibited in Appendix A.

Data analysis tgas.'primarily qualitative in nature,.in that judg-

ments were made regarding the major concerns that were expressed and

the predominant types' of attitudes towards television as an informa-

tion delivery system that were voiced. The results wefeused to

3.2

17



structure several of the forced-emice inquiries on the question-

naire for the nationaltelephone survey. The findings relating to

television's utility as-a. delivery system served as input into the

-planning of Applied Management Scien,pes' parent education televi7
sion series. .(See Chapter a summary Cf the findings.)

3.3: ,PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

/ In addition to querying the public directly concerning their

infOrmati'lmal needs, it was considered important to obtain com-

/Tents from analysts in a wide variety of social science related
fields concerning 'heir perceptions of topics and issues'that

should be brought before the public to improve the American

:'quality of life." For'example, far-sighted analysts may have

warned us years ago about the need for energy conservation before

the public 'became generally away of the severity of the problem,

and this,topic would have been a And focus of an information cam-
.

ptign at that ,time in spite of the fact that the gerferal public did

not express a high level of interest in the matter. It was, there;

fore, decided to include personal interviews with approximately 50

individuals felt to be in a position to comment on the informational

needs of the public from their own professional perspectives.

In order to obtain an interview agreftment from enough people

in an adequate representation of diffe-ient fields, a preliminary

list of approximately 125 individualS was developed. This prelimi-

n4ry list was developed with-the following considerations iye mind:

. obtaining representation fram,diverse'fieldS

obtaining a sizeable number of women'and minorities

seleCting'individuals who are considered to be
analysts or critics within tfieir fields

selecting individuals who axe prominent and visible
within their fields

selecting individuals who are in a position to speak
about issues within their field that impact on.the
public.

3:3
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Potential respondents were senta letter explaining the pur=

pose of the study and the nature of their proposed involvement. Sub-

sequently, these individuals Were contacted by telephone to ascertain

whet er they were willing to participate in the'study and,,if so, an

inte iew was scheduled with them. -As it became necessary to develop
a 'sec nd of potential respondents, more substitutions were made

in the fields where the initial acceptance rate was° low. Neverthe-

less, the desired representativeness by fields was not obtained;

proportionately mote educators and broadcasters agreed to partici-\
ate, perhaps because the subject of the interview was closely akin

to their professional endeavors of bringing information before large

numbers of'people. Appendix B includes a list of.the final forty- -

eight respondents and their primary affiliations.

Once an individual agreed to participatednan interview, a

separate discussion agenda was djeveloped for him/her that focused on

his/her professional activitie areas of interest. Although

each disdbssion agenda was designed for a specific respondent, the

goal of each interview was to obtain three essential points bf

formation:

1) Within the respondent's field, the major concerns
and issues that need to be recognized and dealt
with by the American-public.

2) Within the respondent's field, his/her thoughts
on the concerns aid issues of the American public
for which they would like more information.

His/her-impressions,of the ability of television
programming to meet these'informationvleeds.

Thus, the discussion points included in each agenda were intended

> to obtain that core information (see Exhibit 3.1 for a sample dis-

cussion agenda).

k

4'
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EXHIBIT 3.1: SAMPLE DISCUSSION AGENDA

RESPONDENT ON CONSUMER ED4CATION

5rRVITR: 1. WHAT DO YOU THINK ARE THE MAJOR ISSUES ON FOOD
FOR WHICH ADULTS WANT TO KNOW MCRE AOUT?
(Probe: Specifically, what do adults ask-for
informatioh about, for example., shoppingfor
foqd, budgeting for food, etc.?)

2. ARE THERE FOOD-NUTRITION RELATED AREAS ABOUT
WHICH CONSUMERS ARE ILL-INFORMED? WHAT ARETHEY?
ATE-TIMITTTE1R AREAS ABOUT WHICH THEY NEED MORE
INFORMATION?

(Probe: Do you think consumers are currently
receiving adequate information about the goods

At and'services they buy?)

3. WHAT TARGET GROUPS ARE MOST IN NEED OF INFORMA-
TION?

(Probe: Where would you begin with consumer
education?)

4. YOU -HAVE WRITTEN SEVERAL COOKBDQKS. IF YOU
COULD.WRITE ONE BOOK THAT YOU KNOW ALL CONSUMERS-
WOULD USE AS A GUIDE FOR LIVING, WHAT WOULD It
BE ABOUT?

WHAT ABOUT 'THE SUBJECT OF NUTRITION'? IS THIS 'AN
AREA ON WHICH CONSUMERS NEED MORE INFORMAZION?
WHAT SPECIFICALLY DO THEY NEED TO'KNOW?

6. HAS INDUSTRY AND THE' FEDERAL GOVERNMENT BEEN
ACTIVE IN CONSUMER EDUCATION?

'

(Probe: What haS been the role of industry and
the Federal government in consumers education?
Have'the two worked together? Whefe do you.see
need for improvement?)

7 WHAT MEDIA METHODS HAVE BEEN USED FOR CONSUMER
EDUCATION IN THE FOOD INDUSTRY9.

(Probe: What have been the mOit successful
methods of consumer education,, and wil?).

8. DO YOU THINK TELEVISION PROGRAMMING CAN MEET
THESE INFORMATrON NEEDS?

(Probe: Have you'any ideas of how TV could meet
these needs?)

20 3.5
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Prior to discuisions with respondents, Applied Management
o t

Sciences' staff were thoroughly trained in: proceduies for con-
,

tacting potential respondents and arranging-interviews; pepara-

tion for the interview, including the development of a discussion-
.

agendsa and gaining familiarity with the respondent's background and

interests; sound interviewing procedures, such as proper question-

ing and probing techniques; and recommended-reporting procedures.

Interviewers prepared an "impressionisticu.memorandum reporting the

results of each discussion and citing the respondent', comments as

accurately. as possible. Memoranda were usually completed within two

working days Of the interview to facilitate accurate.reporting.

These memoranda served as the primary source for subsequent analysis

of respondents' insights. Once all interviews werecampleted

(interviewing'took place during the period fromlate Januaryf 1977,
A` ,

throuk-h-late March, 1977), all of the memoranda were carefully read

and the major points, and unifying concepts were,. summarized: No

formal, qu,antitative data analysis Was conducted; rather, the da6

analysis was qualitative in nature. The results of the personal

interviews are presehted in Chapter 4.
0

. 16.
3.4: TELEPHONE SURVEY .

.

- .

. The.purpose of the telephone survey, which, .a nat nal
,

.,
representative sample of 1,300 adult Americans was to ad ress,the

overall study objectives from the point of view of the adult
>, \. _

American public. Their predominant needs in general and parent-
..

parent -

specific needs, and also attitudes toward television asqf delivery .
/ ..system were explored. The following discussion presentsthe method

.

ology used .to i plement the telephone survey, including the sampling

14procedures, the esign of the questionnaire, the interview proce-.
$ 4

dures, and the data analysis plan. 4

3.4.1: Sampling Proceddes

(1) Sample Specifications

The universe of inquiry for the telephone survey included all

adults (18-wrs'or older) in the continerftal United States in
. ,



households with listed telephones. Applied Management Sciences
designed 4 sample Of 1,300 respondents to be represeritative of

the Universe of inquiry. To be able to generalize results to the
universe of inqw.ry, the sampling then yielded a final' respondent
sample that:

is representative of the universe of inquiry - -it
reflects the same degree of diversity apparent in
the universe Of possible respondents

is of minimum size and that was implemented at'a
minimum cost pert completed interview

-includes minimal chance Of systemectic bias.

In`-'order to obtain an effective sample'of,respondenis, a multi-
,

stage stratified cluster sampling deSign licls'employed. The smallert
sampling unit was households with listed telephones and the final
.unit of analysis was adults ,Within,households. Appendix C provides

a.detalled desdription of the sample, design. A ruresentative\
satp le of the Americah public was obta,ined, as illustrated by the i

close match between sample demographics and po'pul'ation demographics

(see'AppendiN.D),

'3:4.2:1 Interview Procedures

..
iA st'af of highly trained interviewers:pxperiencea in conduct-

ing ensit ve telephone surveys was used to.oti.duc the 1,300 ie-
- ...t.- P

phone interviews: Interviewer instructions specific to this, survey

' were included on the questiopnaire, incj.uding approudate "pxobes"c ,r

if the.respondent evidenced difficulty iespopding to the questicin

('see Appendix qp. ,Additionally, interviewers were instructed to
.

allow respondents to skip any question if the respondent demonstrated

4embarrassment or reluctance to answer.
. .

t
. 11 ot , f. gs

All telephone calls were made
'
froM a 'central location using

: toll-free telephone lines, allowing close'supervisiori of the inter-
,-

view procedures and the opPortu'nity for intervie4-Irs to surface
.problems/concerns to the field work superv*or and receive immediate

*14 direction. This ensured consistency, in the.interview procedures
. with'a minimum of _problem . ;

)

223.7
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4 4 3.4.3: Questionnaire: Development

4 (1) Formative Research

The suToyey questionnaire was developed toineasure the needs

assessment objectives and to be.administered .by ? phone,..in a short

G1.5 minute) period of time. As such; it was decide to use,closed-

en4ed responies to the questions on critical and growth,rroblems/

issues and on-parenting themes, since time would not, allow for the.
.

respondents to freely respond to these areas of inquiry. ',However,

formative into the'range.oT responses that participants

wou41 fieely giVe to these areas of inquiry was'needed in order to

validly structure the closed-ended'response options.

This formAive research was accomplished by conducting a serfs
of five focus group interviews of approximately nine participants

each. (See Sectthn 3..2 for a detailed description of the focus group
methodblogy.) The areas of inquiry expected to be used fer the

questionnaire were the discussion agenda, tne participants

were enc'uraged to freely respond to the areas of'inquiry. The

4 . types of responses elicited' during these discussions were included

in the Closgd-ehded response optionsfor the questionnaire.

Interactions during 1-1e,focus group interviews also demon-

sVrated,that it takes a while for participants to feel sufficiently

comfortable to express serious problems and concerns fully. This

finding supported our decision to use a closed-ended format in

favor of an open-ended format for the quettionnaire Secondly, this

finding influenced the decisio to use projective q stiqping

techniques 7 to ask participants about their filiends' problems in-

stead of their own - in ordet to help diffuse participants' anxiety

about admitting persohally to having serious problems

Following questionnaire development, the instrument was pre-

tested by making several telephone calls to randomly selected house.,

holds in the Washington, D.C. area. The instrument was then sub-

mittedto the Office of Education ansl later to the Office of Manage-

ment and Budget for clearance.' Clearance was obtained in February,

1977.

3.8
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(2) Questionnaire Item Development

Each questionnaire.item was dveloried to measure a specific

study objective or, group of objective's (see Appendix F for a matrix

relating questionnaireitems, objectives, 'and tabulation strategies).

Secoridiy, several detographic items'were included, although

some demographic information was obtained indirectly. That is, the .

geographic region andthe type of area (urban, suburban, rural) in
which a respondent resided could be determined through the sampling

stratificati6n pretess and was pre-coded at the top of the question-

naire for each respondent. However, although information on geo-

graphic locatioil:and urbanicity was recorded for each respondent,

the respondent's napne, address and/tor telephone number were not

recbrdei in any manner .;2 . .cr\
., .

4.

0
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4
RESULTS

The raultg of'the three study components, the focus group

interviews, .the personal interviews, and the telephone survey,

will be discussed separately within this chapter. Subsequently,

the findings from all three study components will be synthe-

Sized--.that is, the issues/concerns voiced by the'public and which

also surfaced fr.= the poifit of view of prominent individuals will
be explored. The results of the fOcus group interviews are of

interest pritharily in terms of the deSign of the teltphone.simiey

and structuring of questions for the.personal interview espon-

dents..

4
4.1: RESULTS OF FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEWS

The focus group participants shared a concern about many

similar problems and issues and theseiconcerns_cut acrossge0A.

graphic location, income, educational background, race, sex and

age. These.commonglities, as well,as areas of'dive;gence, will

be explored in the following discusSion." The types of problems

and concerns addressed by respondents and elaborated in.-the en-
.

10- suing"discussion'can be.grouped into thefo,llowing four general.

categories: (1) family-related issues; (2)14bal/societal Con-.

'terns; (3) personaldeveiopment/interpersonal relationships;'and
-

(4) economic-related prbblems. Subsequently, participantst.,rt-

sponses to interviewer probesconcerning delivery systems they

use to meet their needs, including television,,will be explored.

25



4.1.1: Family- Related Issues ,

. The most frequently cited concerns ,by respondents:were

,problems related to family life and the role of parent or child.

These problems surfaced the most_Ruickly, by both parents and

potential paients (the focus group sample excluded participants

. in an age range that would/ include parents'of grown children)!

The pressures .of society and, the desire to raise children in the

best way possible made this a major source of\Concern to most

of the participants. The speCific.concerns related t/parentixtg

and'parentroles were,viewed from two perspectives: child-directed

and parent-directed.

.In terms of ghild= related problems, many respondents felt'that,

children were growing up too "fast," becqming "street-wise" too

Soon: Every child needs to have a period of,innocence-and naivete.

This early development of Irhistication was cited as a contribu-

ting factor in the breakdo of comdUilication between parent and

child, the lack of respect children have for people in authority,

s. and a lack of self discipline, in- children. Drugs, the'new sexual

feedom and their,impact qn development of morality n children

were a constant worry. Another problem respondents aired.re-

lated to children was. the lack of quality education. Children

are not being faught enough of the basics in school and are given

too much freedomiith no disci?line and few guidel'iieS. r

,
Turning frod child-related problems to parent-related con-

sideratiovs, most respondents stressed that a more realistic

view of parenthood needed to be communicated to future:parents.

The drastic change that ac.k(rs in a marriage when children arrive

is never 4ully understood'untiljt happens. Women,'particUlarly,
. 0

ri inged.help coping with the feeling of being "tied down" to

the house with young children. The inherent problems ofi-being a

single parent were also raised.

-4.2
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4.1.2: Global/Societal Concerns

The type of concerns falling into this category tended to )

center on the extensive "permissiveness" identified with out society

and, the consequences of t4 :life style. 'The reakdown of marriages1

and families was a concern of both young an old, with both age

groups favoring a more traditional approach to family life. Another

consequence of this permissiveness is the violence which isso

excessivel
----

y
-.

displayed in the media. The real world was considered
,

violent enough without added exposure. The fear prevailed that

airing violence on television might be interpreted as condoning this

type of behavior and setting up inappropriate role models for child-
ren to follow. Additionally, some respondents, particularly the

younger respondents, voiced some philosophical concerns related to

the materialistic, meaningless direction in which our society is
_moving.

....-0-

.. , An additional global concern mentioned was pollution; however,

there was little reassurance felt in the groups that people would be

willing to make the sacrifices needed to alleviate it.,(-
.

4.1.3:. Personal Development/Interpersonal Relationships'

Personal development problems were usually vocalized by nth

women in the groups who felt that'the sex role questions and se

role stereotyping in the home and at work were" particularly trou

some. Personal problems such as divorce, single parenthood,

dealing with older people, and telling children about death were

1
astINof immediate concern to individuals. Some of the participants

. were concerned about their individual contributions to society

eitherthrou'gh,their occupation or thrOugh community activities.

An avenu for making these contributions was sought by several

respondents. Several participants were distressed about their in-

ability to find meaningful work, which, in this context, was viewed by

thep as a personal development rather than solel -financial problem.

..5.
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4.1.4:' Economic-Related Problems

As in most situations, everyone was concerned about their

personal economic situation. The cost of living and the lack

of employment, cteated real worries about financial security,

with all the individuals-interviewed. Complaints about easy

credit and the materialistic values'of our 'society surfaced.

There was skepticism and distrust of anyone in a position of

power and authority, because of the graft and corruption they

felt was so wide, spread.'

' 4.1.5: Delivery Systems Utiliz

Participants reported that they seldom seek out professionals

or professional services for help with their personal prOblemi.

Most people expressed that they usually asked a friend or relative

for advice.

When questioned specifically'about the effectiveness of

using television as a source for help and information, most'of

the participants identified several problems associated with

current programming that would have to be overcome. They

qu4stioned how problems could be identified that were broad

enough to attract an audience but specific enough to be of real

help to individuals: The "one wayness" of television bothered

them.. It was also believed that this type of,"educational" television

would not fare well against whatthe ..commercial netwkks would

offer: They raised questions abalt.who would make value-re ijated

decisions concerning appropriate programming choices -' -the choice

of important subject matter for this kind of dissemination was

obviously seen as a moral decision. Further,-questions. were

raised concerning the getyarle ability to realistAcally deal

with controversial topics. They were doubtful about the success

of television as an information source if these problems could not

be addressed effectively.
I

J
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4.1.6: Reactions to Parent Education Television Series

In reaction to the, group facilitator's piobes, the participants

'.-responded with mixed feelings toward a' public television series on

parent education. Although the need is there, the audience on

public television might t be. Such questions as how the program

would handle divorce, cleat , behavioral deviations, the handi-

capped, drugs and peer. Tressures were tasked. Hoivever, in spite of

-their reservations concerning the Viability of the approach,

several topics were raised that respondents thought should be in-
.

cluded in such an endeavor:

1. discipline

2. respect for the property of others

. 3. independence

4. food moral values and respect for others

. intrafamily conflict

'6. teenage specific problems

7. how to maintain influehcelover your children
8. how to use leisure time to.build family ties
9. fatheting

a .

4.2: RESULTS OF PERSONAL INTERVIEWS.

ghe group of 48 prominent individuals who granted and com-4.

plqted personal interviews for this study was comprised of indivi,.
duals with a brdad range 'of interests and who represented a wide
variety of professional affiliations. The responderixs' individual)

specialties, along with the number of people within each specialty,
are listed.below:

Children's television (3)

Broadcasting/Media (6)

. e° Educational administfltion .(8)

"Early childhood and child care (6)

Government policy (3)

Public health and medicine (5)

9
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j

, Adult education and fail counseling CS)

'Sociology and psychology (3)

Consumerism (1)

Social commentary (7)

Religion (2)

(A list of participants and their affiliations is.located in

Appendix B.) Further,- the sample of participants inc,uded ten

minority persons (20%) and '17 women (35%).

The types.of issues that the participants addressed were

grouped into'four des;liptive categories for purposes of presentation:

interdisciplinary global concerns (i.e., issues pertinent to

several subject areas), interdisciplinary specific issues

concerns relevant to only one subject area),' overall attitude

towards televi*Or3r and the government's role. These categOries

were constructed as the respondents' insights were analyzed, since

respondents not only spoke about the public's specific information

needs within their own. specialties or areas of interest, but also

deAt with more general issues regarding information campaign,

television, philosophiCal concerns, and the government's role in all

of these areas. The following discussion will explore each of

these four categories in turn.

4.2.1: Global Concerns

Respondents4ddressed a wide variety of general issues that

cut across disciplinary (i.e., specific subject matter) categories.

COmmon issues and problems that surfaced have been grouped into the

following categories which will be 'discussed separately:

Basic skills

,Coping skills

Di crimpating skills

"'Valu'es

Dissemination of information

Visual imagery (subliminal information)

4.6
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Basic Skills

All the educators interviewed, as well as several respondents

Al\from various other fields, stated a a pervasive problem was lackc

of ability of the adult public to read, write, add, and communicate

orally.. Although this was cited primarily with respect to the lower

soci-economic levels, 4it had alSo been identified as problematic for, a

college students and'other socio-economic levels.
IP

The urgency with which this neId is felt can be demonstrated

by the following quotes from two.wAlen who have spent most of their

adult lives teaching basic skills.

How can anyone function in this country without
being able to read?

[Yet], one=fifth of the adult population is non-
'functional regarding day-to-day skillS such as
reading,'writing, using telephones and consumer-
ism, i.e., how to shop when unable to read.

Coping Skills

Politicians, government officials, and educators alike identi-

fied the ability to function in this highly industrial, Complex

society and handle everyday problems as a major problem for the

public. Respondents who work in mediaeactilrities suggested'that

the public is directly concerned with coping skills, as indicated

by the repeated calls, letters, and other indicators of interest they

receive in programs which deal directly with people's everyday

problems, ranging from leaky faucets to filling out income taxes

to raising children.
0

'However, many, respondehts felt that the public tends to per-

ceive a need for information only as a reaction to a crisis situa-

tion in which they are affected immediately and personally. The

public's reaction to the energy crisis was repeatedly cited as an

example of the public's failure to anticipate problems and address

them preventatively - that is, the need was reacted to after it,was

a crisis and after it had' a very personal impact on most people's

lives. gs.

4.7
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Discriminating Skills

Across specialties, respondents said that the adult population

needs t_o be taught, to question what they see on television and what

they read,in newspapers and maga;.ines. Too often the public thinks

that everything that is publicized or. printed is true and has been

approved by some authority: Repeatedly, respondents felt that the

adult population should use their right to selectively choose what

television shows their children should watch, what foods their

family should eat, and to which day care centers they should send

their children..

Also, several participants stressed the need to teach clear

logical thinking at the earliest'age possible.

I'd place & priority on projects for children.
Children can develop a keen sense of nonsense,
but they're rar'ly taught how to apply- it.

Values

Nearly all of the respondents mentioned the need to restore

values to our society, which has moved from progressive to permis-
.

sive. Respondents felt that "old-fashioned" values such as tradi-

tional marriages, family unit, respect for authority and'the value.of

work need to be taught and emphasized. Further, many respondents

indicated that the public has expressed to them a need for societal

support in reinforcing these values, particularly with respect to
raising children.

Along with this identified need to redefine our society's value

structure, the specific need to gain s'atse personal historical per-

spective on our lives and heritage was expressed by several indivi-

duals. This could be accomplished, they suggested, by programs such.

as "Roots" or other prOgrams dealing with the labor movement, women

in history, American Indians, etc. Further, it was suggested that

the need to see one's-place in the overall scheme of things, affects

matters broader than defining a personal self-concept, as illus-

trated by such daily matter's and issues as placing. news items into

con text within the global p'icture.

4.8



Americans live in a world in which there is
already too much information and not enough
context. Pro rams such as Washington Week in
Review and fie acNeil-Lehrer Report are able
to place isolated facts in context. ... the
goal is to make life meaningful, to help lessen,
the despair which seems to accompany education.

Dissemination of Information

It was universally agreed that Much of the information_requested

by the public is already available. The major problem ii th the .

...

pUblic does not know where to find-it. Many of the respondents felt

that it was the job of the go ernment to make this knowledge avail-

able and nrake the public aware of its availtbility.

N Visual ImapAr (Subliminal Informa ion) 1 /

Abopt half of the respondents suggested that the media needs to

be more concerned about imagery, specif4.cally the images that are-

conve ed of differing special subsets of the population, such as

minor-ties, women, the handicapped, and the aging. They specific-
,.

ally identified television as a tedium which has to become more
.4/4.

sensitive to the portrayal of these groups in more realistic experi-

ences.
.

ences. It was felt that such portrayal would be inappropriate as

the topics of specific programs per se, as that would be an over-

statement and defeat the purpose of continual positive visual

imagery. The positive type of images the respondents emphasized

that they wanted to see presented more often were natural role

models for thesegroups occurring almost matter-of-factly, which

would belie the myths pertaining to them. Fdr example: the

' grandfather who is still very active although retired; the handi-
%

capped,thild next door who is not sheltered or shut away in .a

.1 /
Subliminal Information in this instance may be defined as that
information presehted to t1e viewer which is not obvious or
emphasized, such as a realistically integrated cast; respect
for the handicapped, women, or the elderly, without changing the
major informational goal of the material. For example, a pro;
gram on persotal finances with a handicapped person as the main.
character, but with the topic being about finances anyone's
finances.

4.9



closet; and a black womanf strength who is'turned to for advice

by a colleague, are all positive images thht could be incorporated
into regular programming. It is these subtle images that can change
the public's attitudes toward these groups.

4.2.2: Specific Issues

Since each respondent was selected from'a specific-subject-

matter field, respondents were,queried about public information

needs within their own fields, and they subseq4ntly spoke about.

discipline-specific issues and concerns that have confronted them

due to the nature of their work_aq interests. Additionally, most
respondents also voiced concerns about, information needs in fields

related to their own. The following discussion of specific isNsues

which were raised differentiates between.cohcerns voiced only by

individuals within the relevant field, and by individuals across
disciplines. The major specific issues.that 'hese respondents felt
the American public needs more information about or help in coping

with, listed in order of the most generL consensus, ?.re:

Parenting Education/Family Life

Community and Societal Support Systems

Labor Market. and obs

Health and Nutrition

Consumerism

cation

Women

The Elderly

Parent Eaucation/Family Life

Parent education was seenby most of.ihe respOndents as a much

needed and neglected, subjeCt. interest is there, the .inforka-

tion available is overwhelming; /but the delivery systems and s,upi

Tort systems are weak., On the one hand, some respondents felt tIat

the public has an inadequate information base about child develop-
N7sbment and planning.

4.10
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Up until recently, there has been little-formal
parent' education. This is an important ateai,Nsor
social intervention. 14.

Also, the general -lack of child development knowledge among parents

was cited as a major factor in,child abuse cases.

Conversely, several respondents felt that the abundance of

information available to and consumed by parents has served to con
...

fuse parents. The heavy responsibility given to parents by experts
6

who state "that by the age of 5 1110t oEthe child's basic intelli-
,

genre and emotional stability is.developed" has produced a fearful,

guilt-ridden_attitude with conscientious parents.

People don't know how to be-parent-§-- their
feelings overcome them. It's seen as d-huge
responsibility and a lot of unresolved issues
within their own family surface.

A few respondents attributed this information hverload and' subse-.

qtent guilt to the deMands placed on parents bx experts who fail to

emotionally, support parents'.efforts, and who stress cognitive

aspects of parenting rather than affective on-es.

Further, respondents felt that parents specifically need help

in dealing with problems of discfpline, nutrition, developing sel

confidenCe in theMselves and their children, and encouraging each

child's individual development.
441

Other prOblems, such as adequate day care centers, being a

single parent or a working mother, or fathering-related issues were

also mentioned in. the interviews. One regponclent indicated that

parents need more help-In coping with gifted and adopted children..

ti!

In relation to parenting, also, the respondentt.indicated a

. strong need for family unity and strengthenaing:the.family structure :

1through- community and societal supports.-

1/
Community and societal supports can be defined as that network of
organizationS, institution's, neighborhood groups, and informal
social groups (family, neighbors,,friends) thatp,roviderhelp and
assistance, either materially or emotionally, to an individual or
faMily. That is, this network reinforces an indivduel or
family's various life pursuits.



S
/The-schools, a typic1al system, were .cited seve al times as working

in conflict with parents instead' of supporting them.

Programs developed"ShaUf4 be compgehensive in
nature and pay strict attention elo thoseother
pulls on the .family. /

Community strength (i,e.; cohesiveness) is a 2

most important ingredient., Young parents need,
the opportunity to dialogue with.theit peer'
group-and the older parent.

RespOndents in the governMent mentioned that a conscientious,
.

effort is currently being made to strengthen community support for

the family. Even within the gov rnffient, an investigation is under

way as to the impact of government policies and actions onthe '/

family unit.

Along.with strengthening the community suppolts systemo early

formal parent education was suggested as a possible step in addres- ,

sing these-issues.

believe that everyone needs to,realize that
parenting is-a learned process, continuous and

. unending learning.
#

Community and Societal Supports

As,discussed.previously, the strengthening of community sup-

ports for both families and indivi4Uals was considered extremely

important by many of the individuals interviewed. This, issue has

two parts: stronger support,sYrstems are,ne.eded, but pepie also do

not kenetally know how to use available, existinrcommunit7 re-

sources. The following two quotes illustrate,both.sides of this

; concetn:

.A large segment of the ,population is' riot, aware
of the social services available to them.`
other' segment knows that such services exist

ibut does not avail itself of these services.,-

There is a real lack of assistance in the com-
munity to help parents cope with the'swift
development of society that their children are. 41

exposed to on a daily basis... Parents need,
help!

4.12
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As a further example, respondents familiar with problems of the

elderly suggested that,there are many services available to the

elderly of which they are unaware or uninformed. In a similar

vein, government officials expressed the problem of trying,to com-.

municate to the public.what services are availible and how to use

them. (This particular problem-of information dissemination has

been dismissed earlier.)

Labor Market and Jobs

Again,.almost,one-third of, the respondents mentioned public

.informati n needs related to employment. several mentioned the

1
...:need for raining in basic skills in relationship to future employ-

men while others touched on issues. -.related to vocational informa-
y,

tion, the value of work, and the problems of blase collar workers.

.. Vocational or job-related info/rmation, how to

4k,
get a- job, and how to match jobs with one's.

.

potential and skills [are importaht 'topics].

Several respondents stressed the need to,study the future work-

ing patterns
i

of the adult populsation d take a close look at

seconds career patterns. Both economic andIdevelopmental factors

dictate the need, for second career preparation.

Neither schools nor the counselors prepare
people for the fact that their first career
choiceS may be 'obsolete during their life

Atime.

A specific concern related to second career choices conveyed by

several respondents in diverse areas was the difficulty middle aged

women' encounter in re-entering the job market, regardless of

wheiher the re-entry is of necessity ol- choice;^ tics is at least

)1

partially .caused b ,a weak community support system.

Health and.Nutrition

IndividualSr-who specialized in consi erism,' *public health and,

medicine, and parent education/faMily life fields stressed the. need

4.13
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for accurate information concerning health and nutrition-needs.

This informational need was mentioned'as a major concern with par-

ents in setting the stage of nutritional habits in their children.

The most important concern of health/nutrition
educators should be ip changing the attitudes
and actions of famil relative to their food
habits, as opposed to trying to inflict them
with nutrition facts.:

Consumerism

Several respondents stated that the public needs more informa-

tion concerning critical purchasing and personal financial manage-
4 ment. This observation ties in with-the earlier discussion of

developing discriminating skills in the public.

4,

Consumet education... is needed because people don't
know how to perform decision making in their"everyl-
day lives ....

Education

From most of the respondents, as well as the educators,.came

the observation that our educational system in general.is no meet-
--

ing the needs of the public'. . 'The system is failing not'only to

teach the basic and discriminating skills byt also the coping skills

which' many of the educators interviewed felt should be taught.

We need an enormous turnaround in our educdtional
system. Demands for coping skills needed by
people-far outstrip the educational system's .

ability to meet,t440need.

Woten-dnefhe Elderly

Both women and the elderly were mentioned frequently by various

respondents as groups with special information needs. -Both groups

need to be informed about the special resources and services avan-
t

able to them in Specific geographic locations designed to help them

cope with their everyday problems.

4
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4.2.3: Attitudes Towards Television

All of those interviewed expressed respect pr the power of

television, and a favorable attitude tolards the use of television

as a vehicle for valuable information dissemination. Currently,

however, they view commerci=al television as primarily an entertain-

ment medium which uses excessive violence, rime, Sex, and

gimmickry, to hold the audience. Most current'programming is seen'

as lacking in creativity or innovativeness and limiting of any

sense of, participation by the vAwer. With the possible exception,

of "Roots," most positive examples of good programming cited came

from shOws aired on public broadcasting networks:

Respondents were keenly' aware of the drawing power of commercial

television. Although some dismissed public.broadcasting, more sug-

gested several roles public television can play:

As a providing ground for new ideas on program
format and content and their abil -ity to attract
and keep an audience.

As an instructional medium. specifically for use
with schools and classroom situations.

6. As a mediUm to meet special tntefest programming
needs as identified by locaL*communities (i.e.,
cultural, political, and/or "educational;'
interests).

All agreed that if good shows are to attract a desired audi-.

ence, a massive promotional campaign is crucial. T1ey also stressed

that to make any type of national programming relevant to-the

American public, it must be followed up with specific community re-

lated activities and information such as names and addresses of

'local resources.

It was stressed that television shoUld not make passive ob-
.

servers out of the viewers, but should stimulate action agther

through follow-up conApsations) providing added inform'aon, or

informal community discussions. It was emphasizedthat,pubric

television is accustomed to coordinating its efforts with the local

communities, through such channels as libraries and colleges.
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No one had any new program formats to suggest, but se ral

respondents identified the most.effective formats. in terms of trans-

mitting informatipnal concerns to the public as "bulletin'taard"

ctype spots'(a commercial format), and documentaries. Documentaries

wer4 viewed as a particularly' powerful vehicle which entertained as

well as educated. For example, one respondent commented:

In doing this, we could discover what their lives
are like,,have more awareness of another culture,

4 'and, second'y, it (documentary) could show'how the
. government addresses itself, through various pro-

-4- grams, to their,needs.
.

Several respondents suggested' topics worthy of documentary

attention, most of'which foCused on historical or heritae issues:

history of the Labor Movement

life of the - working woman/man-
.

history bf the Depression

history of immigrants and immigration

life of a migrant worker

history of the American Indian

4.2.4: Federal Government's Role
1

Respondents spoke about the government's role in two. areas:

identification of general needs and information dissemination, and,

involvement in television programming. In terms of television pro-.

gramming, there was a high level of consensus among the respondents

that the golrervent should act as a. major funder of quality 'tele2t

vision programming without involving itself in content questions.

However, there was a fear that government involvetent with content

issues woull result in a product representing the government's per-

ception or pdInt of view on the subject. A few respbndents who have

worked with various goVerninental agencies questioned the goyern-

ment's ability to effectively identify and address social problems,

due, in part,. to government complexity and duplication of effort.
44
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4A: RESULTS OF TELEPHONE SURVEY

1 range of issues that were explored with the 1300 adults

who-responded to the telephone survey can be grouped into three

areas: -(1) 7eneral problems, issues, or conaerns that are impor-

tant to the adult public; (2) attitudes toward television in gen-

eral and the subiects television could addres's; and (3) attitudes

toward a parent education television series in particular and the

subiects the series should address. The following diPcussion of

the survey, results is grouped into those three categories.

4.3.1( 'General Problems, Issues or Concerns

The initial questionl/ in the telephone interviews was an

open-ended, free response query asking individuals to identify

the problemp or issues they face in their everyday life. These

responses could be grouped into over thirty separate categories.

The concerns that emerged most frequently are listed below along

with, their frequency of'occur'rence in the interviews:

business conditions (22.3%)

-environment (15.1%)

vandalism /crime (13.4%)

taxes (8.0%)

education /schools (6.1%)

housing/community planning (5.6%)

gas shor tage/energy (3.7%)

elderly/senior citizens (3.6%)

recreation (2.9%),.

o: racial (2.4%)

personal finance's (2.4%).

human'relations (1.9%)

children /,juvenile delinquency (1.4%)

lA
What 'do you think are the major problems or issues that face
people your neighborhood righteow?

. 4.17
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Interestingly, most of these categories paralleled those included

in two close-ended response questiOnsV3 and #4)1/ in which re-

spondents'' ratings on the importancb, to themselves, of problems

and issues were obtained. Issues that respondents surfaced in

'question 2 not included on the pre-seletted lists were: business

conditions, taxes, and racial issues.?/ Thus, the range of issues

that we're explored in more depth with respondents (see questions

3 and 4, Appendix E) corresponded very well with issues that re-

spondents spontaneously surfaced. For this reason, extensive dis-
.

cussion of the public's major problems and concerns will focus on

responses to questions 3 and 4.

Exhibit 4.1 illustrates the participants response to ques-

tion 3; that is, it shows their ratings of the importance of 18
different concerns that were presented to them. The "very impor-

tant" category has been selected as the best indicator of the

level of importance of each item. to the respondents. Because of

an expected response bias in the positive direction,3/ it was

1/
Question 3: r'm going to read you a list of problems that
commonly face people, and after I read each one to you, I'll
like you to rate how important that problem is to people in
your neighborhood.

Question 4:' Now, I'm going to read yoU a list of problems re-
lated to personal growth and skills, Old I'd like you to rate
how important each problem is topeople in your neighborhood.

2/
The concerns, represented by the former two issues were nqt in-.
cluded in the preselected lists of questions 3 and 4 betause
although the problems have a direct impact on peoples' lives,
individuals can have little direct impact on the problem ex-
cept to manage their own lives around it (i.e., manage their
own finances:more efficiently)

3/
It was felt that the respondents would went to tell the in--
viewer that any topic was "somewhat important" if S/he possibly
could, because, if the interviewer_thought it important enough
to ask, then the toAtuakes oh a cepiain importance for respond-
ents.

M.
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EXHIBIT 4.1: PAEENTAGE OF RESPONSES TO EACH CATEGORY UNDER
4 QUESTION 3

I'm going to read you a list'of 'problems that commonly face people, and
after I read each one to you, I'd like you to, rate how important that
problem is to people in your-neighborhood.
Tell' me whether it's very important, somewhat important, or not important.
REPEAT CATEGORIES AS OFTEN AS NECESSARY.

IF RESPONDENTS REPLY THAT THEY DO NOT KNOW PEOPLE IN THEIR NEIGHBORHOOD
OR THEIR PROBLEMS ASK THEM TO RATE THE IMPORTANCE OF THESE PROBLEMS
TO THEIR FRIENDS OR RELATIVES; IF THEY STATE THAT THEY CAN'T GUESS HOW
THEIR FRIENDS OR RELATIVES FEEL ABOUT THESE PROBLEMS, ASK THEM TO RATE
HOW IMPORTANT THE PROBLEMSARE,TO THEMSELVES.

%.,

a. How to manage money well
b. Obtaining informatiopiabout

mental health services
c. Handling a drug abuse.problem

d. Environmental problems, and
what can be done about them

e.-Getting along well with their
husband or wife

f. Getting along well with parents
g. Getting along well with

children
h. Taking care of their own

and their falily's'healtfi
i. Handling an alcoholic problem
j. Good food/nutrition practices
k. Raising young children :
1. Raising teenage, children
m. Consumer action channels
n. Problems with divorce
o. Planning for retirement
p. Rising crime rates
q. Obtaining adequate housing
r. How the education system

operates

Very
Important

Somewhat

Important
Not

Important
Don't
Know

62.0 19.8 14.3 3.9

35.5 27.0 29.3 8.2
49.9 19.5 24.8 5.7

40.7 25.3 25.6 e,.3

51.3 19.4 23.2 6.0
52.0 20.9 22.8 4.3

57.2 19.2 21.0 2.6
...'

62.5 16.4 18.9 2.3
42.5 20,5 28.6 8.4
53.7 22.1 21.5 2.7
59.6 16.5 20.8 3.2
60,2 18.5 18.0 3.2
27.8 27.0 21.7 23.6
32.1 23.9 . 33.7 10.4
53.7 23.6 18.1 4.6
61.6 19.3 17.1 2.0 "

48.7 ,

40
21.6 25.8 4.0

53.7 20.3 21.1 5.0

felt that the "somewhat important" category could have represented
something of only minor importance as compared to the "not important"
or the "very important" response categories. Thus, it was depided to
select the most conservative indicatoi. available (as opposed to a
combination of "very important" with the "somewhat important" cate-
gories). .
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Based on a ranking of the percents e of people who thought the
,topics mete "very important," health cone rns emerged as the most

impOrtant issue for all resfondents, money anagement was the next

most important concern, the rising, of crime rates was the third most
important, and the three topics related to raising children were

ranked fourth, fifth, and sixth in importance. The following list
indicates the relative-importance of the topics that 50% or more of
the respondents thought were very important concerns:

Taking care of their own and their family's health
(62.5%)

How to manage money well'(6.2.0%)

Rising crime rates, (61.6%)

Raising teenage children (60.2%)

Raising young children (59.6%)

Getting along well` with children (57.2%)

Good food/nutrition practices (53.7%)

Planning for retirement (53.7%) --

How the education system operates (53.7%)

Getting along well: With parents (52,9'$)

Getting along well with husbands /wive</ (51.3%).

The criterion of at least 50%.of the respondents rating a 'topic

as very important was chosen'for selection of-those topics re-

ceiving further considerati on. This conservative Criterion was

choen to compensate for the-possible social desirability response
lf

Based on a comparison of responses to questions .2 and 3,

financial concerns and crime were the most pervasive issues that

1

1
/

The investigators felt that responding with concern to social
problems is perceived by most people as a social desirable re-
sponse. An additional measure taken to counteract potential
response bias, was the comparison of topics within themselves'
to determine relative importance.
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respondents considered to be important to themselves, with inter-

personal and family issues emerging as very important concerns
also. How9ver, the rating of the importance of the topics was
considered to be a more valid indicator of the relative impor-

tance of the concerns to the public since all respondents were
_presented vith a consistent list of topics to respond to and,

since the topics that respondents spontaneously surfaced were,
for the most part, included in questions 3 and 4. Thus, the follow-
ing discussion investigates differences in relative importance of
concerns delineated in question 3 by demographic categories.

To explore differences in the ratings of an individual concern
by various Sub-groups in the population, Chi-square tables were
computed for the responses to question 3 by a seraies of demographic
variables (age, sex, race, education, income, marital status, and
arental status). The only variables that were found to consis-

.

tently influence ratings ofthe importance of the topics listed in
question 31/ are age, income, and education. This section sum-

,

marizes the difference in importance of several of the question-3
topics by age, education, and income level, respectively.11 It is
important to note here that, if a demographic variable is not found
to have a significant-influence on the ratings of importance of a
topic, it can be assumed that the different groups within the demo-.
graphic category_rate that, topic kr' the same manner. For example,
if the Chi-square for the age by nutrition practices distribution

is non-significant (p.01), it can be inferred that the age groups

rate nutrition practices in the same way; it does ,sot indicate any-

thing about the relative importance of nutrition practices across
.

all respondents,

1 /Where a significant Chi-square was obtained (p 4.01).'

1/For each exhibit in this discussion, only the topics that 50 per-
cent or more of the public considered to be very important and

was a very

4.21
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that the releVant demographic variable influenced were included.
The numbers in each cell represent the percentage of those, respon-
dents in that demographic category who thought the topic was very
important. For example, the first cell in Exhibit 4.2, which con-
tains the figure 65.1., indicateikthat of all the 18-24 year old
respondents, 65.1 percent of them thopght that money management

important topic for themselvAs. N



Exhibit 4.1,presents the percentage of individuals within
each age group who rated various topics as very important (only

those topics on which age had a significant influence are included'

in the analysis) (v.01). Some definite age trends are apparent

in ratings of these these topics, although,.in other cases, only
'one age group differs from, the others. The 35-44 and 55 and,over

age groups more often differ from the other groups. The 35-44

year olds rate money management as a more important concern than

EXHIBIT 4.2: PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS IN AGE GROUPS
WHO RATES QUESTION 31/ TOPICS "VERY ,

IMPORTANT"

Age Group
Topic and '
Probability Level

18-
24

25-
34

35-
44

45-
54

55

and
over

How to manage money
well (40000)

65.1 61.8 67.0 63.5 58.0

Getting along well with
their husband or wife r
(.0000) 3

57.0 50.7 57.9 49.3 46.3

Cf

Getting along well with
parents (.0000)

52.9- 52.2 58.4 51.7 48.7

Getting along well with
61.6

Children E.0001)
59.2 62.4 55.0 52.1

-

Taking case of their own
71.5

and their family's
health (.0003)

v

65.3 64.0 57.8 66.3

Raising'young children 66.3
(.0000) 63.2 66.5 57..8 50.5

Raising tennage children 63.4
(.0000) 62.5 70.6 .60.2 51.8

Planning for retirement
(.0017)

50:6 47.1 53.3
, -

60.2 58.1

S
How the education
system operates (.0000)

.

X8.7 57.7 64.0
, ,

.

51.2

'

44.0

$

1/Question 3 asked respondents .torate the importance of a list of
problems` to people in their neighborhood, using a three-point
scale.
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the other groups, folloligd by the 18-24 year olds. There are

three topics that 35-44 year olds rate as more important and the

55 and older group rates as less important than the other groups:

getting along with parents, raising teenage children, and under-
.

-standing how the education system operates (see Exhibit 4.3).

Additionally, there are two concerns that the 55 and over age group

considers to be less impor nt than the other.groups: getting ,
along well with their husbd d or wife and raising young children.

In two instances, the respondents over 45 think that getting along'

well with children is less important th.an the younger group does,
and the older group considers retirement planning to be a more

"important. conCern than does the younger group. In all of these

instances, it would appear that people who are more immediately

confronted with a problem express more concern over it. For

example, those who are'closer to retirement age rate retirement

planning as more important than do others, and the age group most

likely to have teenage children, 35-44 year olds, is more con-

cerned with railing teenage children. Finally, there is a de-

scending linear trend in expressed concern over taking care,, of

their own and their family's health in that the oldei age groups

rate this topic as less important than the younger groups (see'
Exhibit 4.4). 11

Exhibit 4.5 presents the pprcentage of individuals within

each education group who rated various topics as very important'

EXHIBIT 4.5: PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS IN EDUCATION
GROUPS WHO RATED QUESTION 3 TOPICS "VERY
IMPORTANT"

Education Group

Topic and
Probability ,Level

Less Than
High School

High SchOol
Graduate

Some Training
Beyond High
S`chool, Less
Than College
Graduate

College
Graduate
Or 'More

. .

Getting along well with
parents (.0020)

55.9
,

55.4 51.6 40.9.

Planning for retirement
(.G004) 60.51

,..
54.7 52.5 4 45.9

aising crime Fates (0000) '59.8 63.0 64.6 ' 57.8

,How the education sySten/-----
operates (.0035) .

n
51.4

0

55.1

.,

,

t5.1 50.9

r
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EXHIBIT AGE DIFFERENCES IN RATINGS OF VERY IMPORTANT TO
THE QUESTION 3 TOPICS OF: GETTING ALONG WITH
PARENTS, RAISING TEENAGE CHILDREN, AND HOW THE
EDUCATION SYSTEM OPERATES

Percentage of RespondentsWithin'Demographic Category
Who Thought the Topic was "Very Important"

40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 '70

Aqi categories

18-24
a

1/4

25-34

35-44 4

45-54

55+

EXHIBIT 4.4:

Age categories

18-24

25-34

35-44

45 -14

55--and over

f

Getting along with parent,

Raising eenage Children

How the E ucafion System
operates

;

AGE DIFFERENCES IN RATINGS OF VERY IMPORTANT TO
THE QUESTION 3 TOPIC OF TAKING CARE OF THEIR OWN
AND THEIR FAMILY'S HEALTH

Percentage of Respondents Within Demographic Category
lho Thought the Topic was "Very Important"

40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 S6' S8 60 62 164 66 68 70

4 .

Ilr

*10

-

4.24
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(only those topicS on which education had a,significant influence

(p..01) are included in the .analysis).. The' highly educated group,
.

people with a minimum of a college degree, more often differed,

from the other groups, People with a College degree or more were

less concerned about getting along with parents than the other
groups. Concern about rising crime rates increases with education

level except, for college graduates, who view this, topic as less

important than do the other groups (see Vhibit 4.6). Individuals

with a high school educatilth but less than a College degree rate,

understanding how the education system operates as a more import-
.

ant concern than do individuals with lessthan a high school educa-

tion or college graduates (see Exhibit 4.. M\ Finally, conc

about planning for retirement decreases with increasing education

levels (see Exhibit 4.8). Overall, it appears that individuals

with more education are less concerned about obtaining information

related to the issues that were presented to-them, particularly

the college graduate group.

Exhibit 4.9 presents the percentage of individuals within

EXHIBIT 4.9: PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS IN INCOME GROUPS
WHO RATES QUESTION 3 TOPICS' "VERY IMPORTANT"

Income Group

.

Topic'and
Probability Level

$0-

$4,999

55,0-00-

59,999

510,000-

534,999

515,000-

524,999

,

525,000

and over

How to manage coney
well (.0007) .

66.2 0 68.9

A

59.7 56.7.

Getting along well
with husband or
wife (.0108) a

,

49.9,

01, .

..a . .

..'1:5b.1
i.),

ills. .01'

% 4,

.

52,0 .

P

49.1 52.2

-

g:-

Raising young child-
reh (.0007)

. 56.0
-

.

59.3 64.0'.
,

62.6 60.4

41anning for retire-
ment (.0'002)

55.7
' 52.4

.

55.6 51.5 52.2

a

How the Education
system operates
(.0001)

51.7 52.3

,

55.2 59.3 49.0

-4.25
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EXHIBIT EDUCATIONAL DIFFERENCE.SiN RATINGS OF VERY 6PORTANT
TO THE QUESTION 3 TOPIC OF RISING CRIME RATES-

Less High School

High School Grad

Less College Grad

College Grad

EXHIBIT 4

Eddcation:

Percentage of Respondents Within Demographic Category
Who Thought th$.Topic was "Very Important",

40 42 44 46 48 SD 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70

4

-

EDUCATIONAL DIFFERiNCES ,-RATINGS OF.VERY IMPORTANT
TOqH0QUESTION 3 TOPIC O HO THE EDUCATION SYSTEM
OPERATES

4

4-Percentage of Respondents Within/ Demographic Category
,t, Who Thought tie Topic was "Very Important"

46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 '70

Less High School

High School Grad

Less College Grad

College Grad

4.26
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EXHIBIT 4.8: EDUCATIONAL DIFFERENCES IN RATINGS OF VERY IMPORPANt
TO THE QUESTION .3 TOPIC OF PLANNING FOR RETIREMENTa ,

Level of EducatioA

Less High School

Highlhool Grad

Less College Grad

College Grad

'

Os.

Percentage of Respondents Within Demographic Category
Who Thought the Topic was "Very Important"

40 42 44- 46 48 50 52, 54 56 53 60 62 04 66 j 68' 70
. 11212i111.".1.1/

S
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each income group who rated various topics as very importaht
(only those topics 'on which income had a significant influence'

,

(p4.01) are included in the analysis). The people in the middle
'income ranges, particularly the $10,000 - 14,999 range, seemed to
express more concern with the issues presented to themthan the
other groups. Individuals'with family incomes of $15,000 or more
were less concerned with money management, and people in the
$10,000-14,999 income category rated money management' .as more ,

important than any other group. The incometrends in importance
of getting along with one's husband or wife; although statistically

significant do4not appear to be practically significant, as no
clear treadi,s, evident. There is &curvilinear trend in respon-
dents' ratings of the importance of raising young children; con-
cern increases with income level up to the-$10,000-14,999 group,

then decrea'ses (see Exhibit 4.10). The income trend in ratings
of importance of retirement. planning is somewhat confusing;

individuals in the $0 -4,999 and4$10,000-14,999 income groups are
more concerned about this.tppic than the other groupg,-but the
diffe,elices are not very large. Finally, there is another curvi-
linear trend .in concern over understanding how thgteducation system

operates in that ratings of importance of this issue increase .with
income up to the $15,000-24,999 group,'but the $25,000 ?lid over

group considers this issue to'be less impoftant than the other
groups (see Exhibit 4.11).

The only topic included under question 4 that 50% or more of'

the respondents rated as rery important was keeping up with current
affairs (see Exhibit 4.12). With the,exception of the 25734 year
olds, as age increased, concerns with keeping up with current

;affairs increased also '(see Exhibit 4.13). Black respondets
'rated keeping up wi h current affairi as a more important issue

''than did whites or they racial groups. Additionally, as educa-
..

increasetion level ncrease the relative importance of the topic de-

creased (see Exhibit 4.14). Finally, women considered keeping up

with current affairs to be a more important issue than men, as in-
,

dicated by a 54.8% and 45.8% rating of very important, respectively.

4.23
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EX'-IIBIT 4.10: INCOME DIFFERENCES'IN RATINGS OF VftY IMPORTANT TO
QUESTION 3 TOPIC OF RAISING YOUNG CHILDREN

Income

0- 4,999

5,0L0: 9,999

10,060. 14,999

15,000-24,000

25,000 aria over

a

L'
Percentage of RespAdents Within Demographic Category

Who Thought. the Topic was "Very Important"
40 42 44 46 48 59 52 . 54 56 58 60 62

EXHIBIT 4.11: INCOME DIFFERENCES IN RATINGS OF VERY IMPATANT.TO
QUESTION 3 TOPIC OF HOW THE EDUCATION SYSTEM .OPER-
ATES

Income

0- 4,999

5,000- 9,999

10,000.14,999

15,000-24,999

25,000 and over

Percentage of Respondents Within Demographic Category
Who Thought the Topic was ',Very Important"

40 42 44 46 48 SO 52 54 56 58. 60 62 64

4.29
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EXHIBIT 4.12: PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES TO EACH G*T't6RY UNDER

QUESTION

EXHIBIT : PERCFMCF RESVONSES TO EACH CATI.GORy UND1R
QULSTIO"

r"' I 11 to : lst of : pt1,- ;-ersc..al growcri

z.:41 s!,11:!, 11..2 :en to :L2 is to
r-01c 1C :Jr -- .22,.1. 7.211 : e wn..tner it's very 1.""Cr2ni..., sce-
w:.at ,r r

P,:11".:AT S

-

". " 7'
.1

10111x._ I.,. 1 >

Very
I-bart--1

a. Li--ina 1.111 current :.ffais 50.2

b.,Uneerstndin::: cnan.ling roi eau'
1.esoonsi.)ilitins for men eLd

,The

40.7

c. ch,)n,,eo;er to the
wetric s::stem

d. How to do ncme repairs

28.8

42.1

e. Leann r ore about types if
hobbics/craTtv. . 4'8.3

f. How to find oport,,nities *for
community involveent 34e 3W

g. Use of leisure tir,e 40.4

iv-

'h. Preparing incce tax, returis 43.2

i. How to p1 ay. various sports - 24.1

N

S:

'4'

t

30.7

34.3

241'

33.3

35.5

35.0

28.7

24.8

30.5

Don':
r,.t Cr

, 16.6
.

18.4

'36.5

22.2

.33.4

25.3

27.7

27.2

41.3

2.5

6.6

.11,1
)

, 2.4

2.8

6.0

_3.2

4:8

4.1

I

4,30 ^
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EXHIBIT 4.13: AGE DIFFERENCES IN RATING VERY IMPORTANT TO.QUESTION
4 TOPIC OFtKEEPING UP WITH CURRENT AFFAIRS.-

Age categories:

13-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55

Percentage of Respondents Within ,Derlographic Category
Who Thought the Topic was "Very Important"

40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 53 .10 62 64 66 631.1

7

70

EXHIBIT 4.14: EDUCATIONAL DIFFERENCES IN RATINGS OF VERY IMPORTANT
TO THE QUESTION 4 TOPIC OF KEEPING UP WITH CURRENT
EDUCATION CATEGORIES

Education cate-
Tories

Less than High
School

High School Grad

Less than
College

College Grad

9

A

Prcenthge f Respondents Within Demographic Category

. Who ought the Topic was "Very Important"

40 42 44 46 48 SO 52 54, 56 58 60 , 62 ,64 66, 68 70till.. /.111.11I It.

4.31

55
-
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To summarize the questioning about gener 1 concerns, respon-

dents'were asked if there were any issues that weren't previously

covered. Seventy-nine percent of the respondents answer no; of

those 21% who said yes, only 21.3% mentioned additional'topics,

Thus,'only about 4% of the tespondents named specific additional

topics about which they would like more information. Most of.the

newly mentioned topics were further refinements of the more

general categories used for questibns 3 and 4,e It can therefeitie

be inferred that the topics,explored in depth through questions f

3 and 4 represented most of the important concerns that respon-,

dents had.

4..3.2: Attitudes Toward. Televison

When respondents were asked whether they thought television

series or specials give people information that help othem to cope

with their problems (question 6), 47.41Isaid yes, 23.8% said no,
22.4% said Maybe, and 6.41'did not respond. Thus,, most respon-

. I

dents expressed
posk

itivb feelings toward the capability of

,-. current television programming- to. prOvide information for problem-.

solving. However,- there aresome interesting demographic .differ-

ences.in -respondents' attitudes -toward tOlevision as an infqrma-

tign.delivery systeM (see Exhibit 4-.15). Diffefehces in the per-2

centages of people within each demographic who responded

"yes" to question 6 will be_ explored; . "yes" (as opposed to "may-

be") was chosen as a conservative indicator Of positive attitude.:

Age was a significant factor in response to question 6 (p--t*

.0001) . Younger people {18 -34, years olds) had a more positive

attitude towards television than theolder groups and 45-54 year

olds had the least positive attitude of all. Education was a

significant factor (p=.0099) in that respondents with leSs than,:

a high school education had -a less favorable attitude' towards
.

television than the more well-educated groups.--Responses also

varied significantly by income (p=.0166); respondents with an

annual family incomes,ofA25,000'or more had a markedly less

favorable attitude to-Wards television.than the other groups-

A

4.32
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EXHIBIT 4.15

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS WITHIN DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS WHO RESPONDED
"YES" TO QUESTION 6, "DO YOU THINK THAT TELEVISION SERIES'OR SPECIALS
GIVE PEOPLE INFORMATION THAT HELPSTHEM TO COPE WITH THEIR PROBLEMS?"

PERCENT

PERCENT

PERCENT

PERCENT

AGE

no . 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55 and
response e2t, over

50.0 55.8, 55.1 44.2 .437.9 42.9

EDUCATION

np
response

.less than
high
school

.

high
school
graduate

training
beyond high
school but ,

less than
as college
graduate

college
graduate
or more

40.2 44.1 4).3 47.7 1 4972%

INCOME

no .

response
$0-
14,999

$5;000-
$9,999

$10,000.-
$14,999

$15,000-
$24,999

$25,000
and over

42.4
I.

49.6 47.2 48.2 51,4 '40.6

MARITAL STATUS.

Married Single Widowed
. -

-Divorced/
Sepjrated

, Other

45.3 56.1 46.4 45.6 57.1

4.33
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Finally, in terms of marital status, single peojple had a more

favorable attitude towaras.televison than ,the other groups (p=

p.002) .

\Respondents were then asked whether they thought there were

any problems or issues that face them that television:lrogramming

might be able to address (question 7). One-third of the responts
.

said yes and two-thirds .id no., These respohdents who replied yes

were asked in an open-ended question which topicsthey thought
teleVison-could address. The responseS are listed beloW in Order

of the frequency of response:

Other (16.9%)

.. Crime/police system (2.3%)
Television programming (2.2%) .93

.. Education (1.6%)

.. Environment (1.3%)

Drug/alcohol abuse (8:5%) 4

Interrelationships (with
family, friends, etc.) (5.2%)

Raising children/parenting (4.6%)

Consumerism/money
management/firiancial
planning

Community help/involvement

Health/nutrition

Mental health

CUrrerft affairs

Leisure time use

How to build/iepair things

Historical events

(4.2%)

(3.7%)

(3.5%)

(3.0%)

.(2.6%)

(2.5 96)

(1.5%)

(1:4%)

.4

Given the small percentage of respondents who mentioned only one

topic, demographic differences were not explOred.1/

1J ThisThis may be explained by this example: a difference between
groups of 10%_in nomination.of a topic, which would be a
large difference in terms of the.total grouP of respondents,
is actually only 10% ofthose who mentioned the topic and is
'thus a very small (less than .5% in all cases) difference in
terms of total group differences.

4.34

.58
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In conjunction with attitudes. toward television, respondents'

television viewing habits were explored (question 11). Almost all

of the respOndents (98.4%) reported that they own a television set,

and, of the television owners,' 75.9% reported that they can receive

a public -television station on the television set in their home.

An additional 2.6% can receive a public television station with
poor reception. Respondents who can receive a public television

station were asked about their frequency of viewing public tele-

vision frequency, as illustrated in Exhibit 4.16.

EXHIBIT 4.1\6

REPORTED FREQUENCY OF WATCHING PROGRAMS ON A PUBLIC TV STATIONr

Frequency , Percentage

Several times a week"

Couple times a week

Couple times per month

'Once every few months

Never

\

31.0

17.4

11.9

10.0

8.2

-,--),

Finally, respondents who-can,receive a public television
station were asked to name the last program they watched on p
lic television; 58.1% responded that they.didnAt know or couldn't
remember. The numerous,pragrams that were cited covered a broad
range of program types, from children's programs to drama to the
arts.

4.3.3: Attitudes Toward a Parent Education Television Series

To obtain the public'sfeelings about the planned parent

education television series, respondents were asked to rate the
importance of obtaining information about raising children

4.35
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(question 8) and, subsequently, .to rate their interest in watch-

ing such a series (question10). More people' thought the infor-

mation was importaht to obtain than expressed interest in watch -

ing the television series, which Exhibit 4.17.illustrates.

However, the overall level of interest in both areas was very

high. Combining the first two importancehinterest categories as

a general description of high interest indicates. that 70.9% of

respondents,said that the subject matter was very important and

51.7% said that they'd be interested in learning about it ,in a

television format (i.e., they would watch the series).

EXHIBIT 4.17

RATING OF IMPORTANCE OF OBTAINING PARENTING INFORMATION AND
_IN REST IN WATCHING PARENT EDUCATION TELEVISION SERIES

p

4

ALL RESPONDENTS

Question

ARRsponse

Importance of Obtaining
Parenting Information

Interest in Watching.
Parent Education
Television Series

Very

Fairly

Moderately

Slightly

No/tall

Don't know

.

1

58.1%

1208%

8.4%

4.3%

12.2%

4.1%

,0

.

38.6%

13.1%

8.9%

5.6%

30.3%

3.5%

,e-

4.36
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There were some demogfaphic differences in respondents'

ratings of the impOrtance of parent education1/ and interest in the

television series.?/ Age race, and education significantly in-

fitencea ratings of "verygimportant" or "very interested" to

questions 8 and 10 respectively, as can be seen.by the differences-1

illustrated in Exhibits 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20. Although the absolute

levels of ratings of "very important"/"interested" varied, the age,

race and education of differences are in the Same direction for both

questions. For both questions the percentage of respondents under

45 years old who indicated "very important:1Pinteresbpd" was ,higher,

,thsan the older groups (p=.0000 in both cases). In terms of race

differences, the percentage of white respondents who indicated

"very important" /"interested" was much love than the percentage of

blacks or other minority group members' (p=. 09 for-question 8;

ltp=.0000 for question 10). The percentage o respondents in groups

with a middle-range of educatidn (at leaSt a high school degree but

'less'than a college'degree) who indicated "very important " /

"interested" wad, higher than for either the groups' with,less than a_
,

high school education or those with a college degree. or more (p=i

0126 for question 8 and p=.0000 for question 10).°'

There are other demographic differences in ratings of interest

in watching the'parent education television series., as shown in

Exhibit 4.21. The percentage of married and divorced /separated

respondents who indicated !'very interested" was higher than the

percentage for singfe or widowed respondentp=.0000). More

women said they were very interested in watching theseries than

men (p=.0002). Respondents who are parents themselves.also said

they were very interested proportionately more often than non-

parents (p=.0000). However, the-differences due to annual income,

1
/
Question 8: How important do you think it is to people in your
neighborhood to get more information about raising young children?

/
Question 10: How interested would you be in watching a television
series on parenting?

4.37
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EXHIBIT 4.18:, AGE DIFFERENCES-IN RATINGS OF VERY IMPORTANT TO
GETTING MORE INFORMATION ABOUT RAISING YOUNG-CHILD-
REN AND RATINGS OF VERY INTERESTED IN MATCHIVIRA
,RARENT EDUCATION TELEVISION SERIES

-

Percentage of Respondents Within Demographic Category
WhO Thought the Topic was "Very Imp4Irtant"

40 a2 44 46 48 SO 52 54, 454 58 60 62 64 66 68 70

18-24

25-34

55-44

45-54

55+

3.2'
,1%

410

EXHIBIT 4.19: .,RACE DIFFERENCES IN _RATINGS OF .VERY IMPORTANT TO '1"

GETTING MORE INFORMATION ABOUT RAISING YOUNG CHILbREN.
AND RATINGS OF VERY INTERESTED IN WATCHING A PARENT.
"EDUCATION TELEVISION SERIES

. ,

Percentage of Respon_dants WithinDemographic Category /
thThought t Topic was "Very Important"

40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 . 64 66 68 70

White

Black

4

Other

16.1
ote5,VnS

4.33
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EX'H'IBIT 4.20:

a

Educatton cate-
gories

Less thui High
..School

High School
Grad

Less tha
Co Liege

n

Col;ege Grad
or higher

N

I

EDUCA176N' DIFFERENCES IN.RATINGS OF VERY IMPORTANT
TO GETTING MORE INFORMATION ABOUT RAISING YOUNG 0
CHILDREN AND RATINGS OF. VERY INTERESTED IN WATCHING
A PARENT EDUCATION TELEVISION SERIES

Percentage of Respondents Within Demographic Category
Who Thought the. Topic. was "Very Important"

40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70

0*/

,

v./ .

4.39

4:1
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-EXHIBIT, 4.21

-t .

PERCENTAGE OF DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS WHO INDICATED
THEY WERE "VERY INTERESTED" IN WATCHING A

PARENT EDUCATION TELEVISION SERIES

r-

MARITAL STATUS (p =..0000)

Married Single
.

*Widowed
/ I

DivdrCe
Separate

41.3% 32.1%
t

.
.

25.8%'
,

47.4%

0

SEX '(p=:0002)

.Male Female

33.7% 43.7%

PARENTAL STATUS (p=.0000)

ave
Children

Do Not Have
Children

11.4% 28.5%

ANNUAL FAMILY INCOME (p=.0000)

Ca

4.

$0-
$4,999

$5,0'

$9,9
0- .

9

$10,000-
4,4,999 $ 4,999

$25,000
and over

32.6
.4.

, .45. 40.9 39.2 42.8
(

4.40
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although significant (p=4000) are difficult to summarize in terms

of a trend. .The percentage of individuals with an annual income
of less than $5,000 who indicated very interested" was loner an

the other groups, and the percentage of individuals in the $5,.000,-

$9,999 category who indicated "very interested" was higher thin

any other group, while the rating's varied little for respondents
in the'three highest income groups.

ThOse respondents who expressed any level of interest in.

watch.ng a parent education television show or series (68% of thve

respondents) were. read a list of potential topics for-the program

and asked to rate each in terms of its importance to themselves.

Exhibit 4.21 summarizes the ratlkgs respondents who were interested

in, the program gaveito each topic. Using the "very important"

category as the indicror of perceived importance, it was found

that respondents rated topics in the following .order of importance,

including topics that at least 50% of the respondents' thought were

very important:

cognitive development (58.7%)

o, learning values and
morality (57.8%)

dealingvith failure (56.7%)

discipline . (55.2%)
ti

mother/father-
relationships' (54.8%)

oself-image developm nt (54.4%)

4 emotional expression (52.6%)

Demographic differences in respondents' ratings of the

importance of the parenting topics were, again, consistently found

for age, education, and income, and, additionally, for parental

status: Percentages of respondents i different age, education,
,

income, and parental status groups who rated the topics included in

the previous list "very important" aredelineated in Exhibit 4.22

(that is, including those topics that at least 50% of the respon-

dents thought were very important).

4.41
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EXHIBIT 4.22: PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES TO EACH CATEGORY UNDER
QUESTION10, INCLUDING ONLY RESPONDENT INTERESTED
IN THE PARENT EDUCATION TELE1J SION SERIES

ir ''ave'sc .o in loarni-.-.

7...DICS to in t.,-e ;ftai'

a t^ 1;, -to rate i:-cortona tat topic ..cu ;d ;icu.
T*11 --a ',..,2tr.er it's very i,..portan,..., Or not ir.i-
por,,;.r.

a. a crows aid davc.,lops

b. a cnild learns and how
his mirl ce.;:alcps

c Pr.CtiE.-S 01: ir.e

d. The ralaticn:.-..'.:s L:at;;yen a
fro the:- a r,ci er .

e. to ha .:le fichting
among childrori

f. 'TZCNi7,:3 cars. cf raursel f
dirihg pregrarc.i

g. Pr.-b7e,-.3 a single
paron:

h. Ho.,./ a child ex:was-Sas :110't.i 6:1

!i',"rri a child develops a self-
image

j.
morals
a child learns values

an

k. How a child C27) learn to
.c;eal with failure

`1,0.1. Problems of .-orkirg parents ,

and child care
n. Other

(SPECifI)

Very'
TC. .

46.1 15.9 4.1

58.7 6.3' 0.9

55.2 9.4 . 1.2

54.8 8.8 2.3

43.0 18.1 4.6.

47.4 7.9

46.8 10.7 6.3

52,6 11.0. 1.4

.54.5 9.4 0.9

'57.8 6.6 1.0

56.7 7.8 .6

12.9 3.4

6.3 .6 .1

33.9

34.1

34.2

34.2

34.4

35.8

36.3

35.0

35.2

34.6

34.9

34.9

)93.0 ,

I

le'

4.42 '
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SUMMARY AND'RECOMMENDATIONS

The main objective of the needs assessrit,survey was to

identify issues, con erns, or problems that would-be appropriate for

educatiOnal television programming,. Recomniendailons concerning

appropriate topics must consider the relative importance of the

topics to the public, its need for information about each, the in-

flueRce'of attitudes toward television as a delivery system, and how,

the use of television impacts on the presentation of the selected

material. q

Finding #1:, Important Topics

First, a few topics emerged as important from all three dif-,

ferent'groups of respondents, although the perspectives on the topics

differed somewhat among the respondent groups. The most pervdsive

issue that emerged from the personal interview,.focus group inter-

view, and telephone survey respondents alikg.was concern about parent

education', child developme , and family life. ConClusions abOut

#public attitudes'toward th issue must be inferred from the focus

group participants, since the telephone survey participanits were not

given an opportunity to. explore the topic in depth. It appears,

from the public and from the experts, that people do not Reed ela-

borate theories related to parenting but rather need support in

coping with bgth day to day problems and personal development con-
% .

cerns. One consistent message was that parents require support in

5.1

6 7

affective areas (emotional growth, family relationships,,child's

v/f
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-learning, etc.) -- support from experts, the community, and p blic
institutions. Specific topics of importancewore discussed-in depth
in Chapter 4.

The second major concern that was raisedby all three groups
. =

,af respolidents related to economics and employment issues. Focus

group participants were concerned with employment, both in terms
of earning a living and finding meaningful work, as well as the
cost Of 1 ng. The personal interview respondents commented

most extensively on the employment issue, stating that the public-.

needs training in basic skills, needs information on jobs and the
labor market, and needs torealize,that second career planning is
essential, both in terms of earning a living and self-development.

The telephone survey respondents voiced a very high level of con-
. 0
cern over the economic related issues of money management and re-

tirement planning, and spontaneously mentioned businegs conditions
. .

as a.problem more often than any other.

A third major concern that was raised by the public and experts
alike related to health and nutrition needs. The telephone inter-

viewer respondents rateegaining ION information. about taking care, ,
okl their own and their family's health more important than any other
topic. Several of the perSonal,interview-respondenXS indicated
that the public needs improved' health Services and knowledie.about

accessing available services, and needs to know more about changing,

eating habits for improved nutrition.

Another issue that was voiced across all groupgas a need
to deal with interpersonal yelationships and personal dettlop-
ment. Po.cs group respondents were concerned about,such things

,.
as sex- ole issues and the contributions they could make to

societ , while personal interview respondents spoke about the'imi ,

portance of good interp..K.sonal relationships within one's fatnily../ .

The telephone surveyiespondents rated getting along with children,

parents, and husbands.or wives as important problems.

5.2 .
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Finally, a concern With ,values and morality was expressed

by focus group and personal intrview.resp,ondents1/7 Both groups

were concerned with the value of garrimge:And"the family unit,
'

and such other areas as-permissiNveness', a respect --for work,

materialism, etc.

The public and the-co&me;Itators,**then, seem to have a cIon-

sensus on several issues!.t.hat are important for the' public to

know more about, including: ?parenting and famd,ly life, economic

and vocational Aills.andttrtiiog-',hbea'lth'-'-an1&nutrition,
personal relationships, and values and moralitr:-,T* vantage points

o.
- tgOese topics were appnoTchved-differe*somewhatl,for the f

public acrd the experts, , with.the,publi.a ge.nerally. taking a more
pragmatic, immediate view of.the'-±S*65-Aad-the eXperts taking a

more general: abst,rac;talnost philosi5hIsal, approach. Sbme of this
i4 could be attributed to the :lack of apportuniTy Ai- the telephone

,

urvey respondents to ,comment on aqrof in' depth. These,
fferent.approaches are fiAlly 'explOre.ci rn Chaptet.-34,:

-RECOM4ENDA)-ION #1
,

AppZiedlyanagement Science4 Icecommend6, based on .these AeRatz;
' that t 6o,8Towing. 4.i.vt.topicz be-cohzideiteci poi ateaz-6on. A'- pleannk .Goy nn Aammtng:

,v,

Pa.AOtting andok6am4y,a6e
. 4

economicIvocationaZ .61zita and-
.

, dttitudez

Heath and n4tAition

InteApetzonat Aetation4hio

.9 Alatue.6 and moitatity
- ,

Prograkming ConS4deritions

A-second consideration in the planning of educational tele-
.

vision progrA ing is the manner of presentation of important

/1 .

Thls coric rn 1.Tas not includbd in the telephone survey, so these
respondents did not have an opportunityto rate this concern.

a

.4464.10

4.
5.3
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informational topics to the public. The.respondents'in gerreral,

expressed some r:pseivations abodt the 'ability of current tele-

viTion programming to handle such topics, and ,identified sever-

al'problems that would need to beovercome to success4.ullY use
.television as a delivery system for information. Thefnever-

theless expressed a favorable attitude towards the potential of

television too address serious social- concerns. The public and

experts alike were concerned about the
, feeling of lack of par-

ticipation that televisien encourages; and had questions about

the commercial networks' ability or lyllingnes to handle con-

troversial subjects. Most respondents, associated good program-
.

miug. with public bnoadcasting.

.1
The experts wereagiven an opportunity to explore-television

as an infOrmatonal.medium much more thoroughly than the other

groupS, and several insights they expressed' should be summarized

here. First of all, respondents with experience'in television

emphasized strongI5r.that good programming,must include a massive

prOmotional campaigneto be successful in terms of reaching the

audiente--a quality program' that few people watch has little im-

pact. This imulie, for example;' that when the federalvgovernment

is-setting aside funds for educational programming derelopthent,

equal consideration should b -,.given to funding for promotion.

Secondly, a bality television program should stimulate action 1

viewers by pioviding or promoting the use.of accompanying avenues

for involvement or further inforAtia; posSiblmgon a local level..

Perhaps most importantly, a good program should include positive .

images of different kinds of people in different kinds of situations,

instead of making the portrayal of a specific sub-group.the focus of

a pYograt or series. The constant representation of reality by in

clugaion and_accurate.portrayaT'Of a diversity of people was seen as

crAiCal, no matter what the content' of the prbgram_is to be,.

5.4
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RECOMMENDATION N 2
Q

4
App Zed Management Science6 necommend"6, ba4ed on thue ne6u.t.t6,

that pt.anning iot educationat. teteAsion ptogkamming, tcgAndf.es6 o6
topic, '6houtd incotpotate .these don6idetatioA6:

A ma66ive ptothotionat. campaign i6 ,

nequined.

1 Additional avenue6 ion invoZvement
on tiunthen intionmation, po66ibly on ,

a local levet., -through 6choo,e6,,Zib-
katie6, community .ongani'tation6, in-
dividual matenial6, etc., 6hould be
provided.

Diven6e typel of people 6hould,be
pont/caged in nonmat, neati6tic
6ituation6.

Finding #3!, Target Audience Identification

A final consideratiQn the planning of television program;

-ming involves the identification of target at the

. differendes in ratings of importance of topics by var demo-_
graphic group's yieldssoe information concerning grpups that con-

sistently expressed a high need for'morep,informatiOn across
?
topical

areas..: Consistently,older groups, particul*lythose over"55 years

of age, highly-eduCated people with a c'dllege,degree or mare, and

high income groups witiva family income of $'25',000 or more rated

topics as eing less important in terms of the need to gain moreore

1 ratingsinformatio for themselves than did other. groups. These low
.. ;

may reflect a law esteem of the problem's importance or maybe an

indicator that these groups feel they already have the,information

or hav't-easy access.to-the in'fokmation. In0 either case, this result

wouldsuggest that the groups thai consistently'rated problems as

_relatively ifiportant--people in the middle-education range (high,

school graduates.but less than college gradu4es), people with an
,

annual income of lass, than $.25,000 dollars, and people of 18-45 '

_ yearsfrof age--should be, considered the primary target of an informa-

tional campaign. It is also important to note that sex and ethni-

city were seldom found to influence the public's ratings of the

'issues presented to them.

I
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The personal interliew respondents identified target ati-
. 6,

diences for specific concerns, but there were no apparent trendst,
in termslofany one°group that neieded more information than .

others,- with the exception of parents.

The people who'mlight*Ve recommended- as the target audiende

for general informational campaigns on the basis of expr,essed

:need,fOr more infotmation on a variety of topics are not neces-
sarily the ones who primarily watch educational television cur-

rently.' For example, public- broadcasting networks have found
that their audiences include disproportionate numbers" Of older,

highly educated, high income individual's. The implication that
can .be drawn from thiS discrepancy is that massive promotions
are needed to attract a target audience that would not typically .

view educational television programs in large numbers.

TZCCO!1!1rC)ATIO!,4 3

Ba4ed on these tesutts, Apptied Management Sciences Aecom-
men-ds that decisions kegading tkaget audiences Son, educationat
tetevision ptogtammiqg consid he 6ottowing:

Pt maty- considetation Son. tatget
audiehces shoutd be given to a
,younget (less than 45 yea's 6td),
middte income gtoup in the middte.-
educated tange.

A mazzivcptomotio at campaign iz
needed to atttac .this audience to
educationat pt,ogtamming.

RECOMMENdTION 0.4

Finatty, on the basis o6 what we have teaned'about tWe,
changing nature b6 pubtic ptiokities thAough the needs - assessment
ptocess,-AOtied Management Sciences thommend4 that this type
o6.sutvey be conductedannuatty to ensuke that tetevision pto-
gtamming te4p-on4ive to pubtic inptmationat needs.

5.6
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Introduction (5 minutes)
r--

1. Purpose of session -- to develoi: id as for a nationo.1, quantitative
survey. See .1hat people think before.desioning a structuy--''
questionnaire.

2. Subject will bem-e clear as we co along. Basically, we're.horp to
talk i,5nt concer ns an proble-ls you have in eve: ydzy lifg.

3. Ground r-J1-es free- ',heeling discussion, everyone should partici-
pate#Use of topic guil tape recorder.

4. Observation room in use, if it is.

5." An, ouest.ions' how?

II. Pro!*7..-s in evervi2-ay life (30 mihutes)

1..4 et's tel about the things that really count An your life: What
are the 1.:.!-.1ngs that matter most to youjeos::pally? ':ho are the

pe.41.! V u a,e most concerned about any :hat concerns you most in
your reldt,;ons witn tnem?

2. We all have.things we wiSh could do betters or wish we knew.
more at-ou which affect us as we lead our lives. Wrtat are some r
of the things ycu wish you knew more about a could dp better?

PROBE IF NECESSARY: how to-get the most for your mbhey, neap
care infcrTation, information on mental. health,.alcoholism. 'Infor-
mation on relationsnips. with others -- e.g., how to be a husband,
)Wife or parent.

- 3. Now do ychi_cooe with these problems? Ao or where do you go for
informatioTron them?' What other sources can you think of to Tet
informatiop on these problem.

III. Role of television (10 minutes)/

1. Now about television as a source of infor-lation on problems such
as those we have been discus's'inc? -Do yob think television plays
a role.in our lives as a "ce:cnr" or information sou,u? Do
you thilik television s...ould, o:ay this ;:ind of i-ole? 1::hy or why

40 not? C7n you see thi:. haopenir,.,? 'e:!Ly or wny nOt? Can you believe
what you see sn television?

7,1



1 2. Can you think of any exoples of problems which WQ'Ve been
di'cussiri- on .hi;:n helr.:.! you o';t? OF
SO:': OF :-:. .:.1..E!'S). Any other areas ,:hi) we Rot
dkr..tr,sed where television has ,,'r.,vided'you with useI-ul infor-
mation? Doesn't necessarily ha'.e to be fr-m an "infor:Ation"'
type prx:raT, (e.g., !'auce 'on alcoholism; ,Wchie Dun.u on how
no LD Cot witn people).

7.ttitur'es toard television (°l5 minutes)

1. People have lots of reasons For watPhing TV -- basically, why
'do you wat. ...h TV? IF :j..CES,",RY: enjoyent, heckground
noise, for education, avoicrdoinj ocher things, atc.)

2. 'hat kinds of Programs do .you like best?

3: SP'.-arire types preferred (comedy, variety. action, vus.ic,
sira7a, sflts). What is it bout -,:nesd- kinds of pro:,ams that
you like th2 Jest? (e.g., naracters, action, forat etc.)

Do you like programs you cal really c.et involied in, or do you
prefer the kind you can sit back and be entertained by?

'1

4. Which ty;72 do you like least Why?

S. Can you thin!: of any TV progra.s that particularly appealed to
yo:. or r.eant a lot to you? Why did it appeal to you so much?

6, d.i:.e-Hspecials" or prefer to watch Wograms that are on regularly?

V. or r- nt'ssibilitieV6r-(50 minutes)ar
0

,Situ.; TV °Listings

Let's-lo)k at some evamples of choices you rig'ht. have.
1.hich of these woule you oreta'Jlx,v:atcl, given this c' nice?
Let's take first. (G,.) THOUG"), EACH CAV5ZHOIC:ES)
PP,C,3E FC'2; Ci:OICES A7cE SacCTED.

°

Given thc, choice of just the'inorptilolt1 or,ograr.,s, which
ones v.puTd you' choose3- Why?

3. FOCUS C "PARE:JING" PPNRAMS

' This is jn idea for a new program. It will be a:half-hour
4 program on concerns of pareats, :.hat' are SOTO probls or

(mod things you would like to see a oograll like this cover?
(Future parents too) . As ;-,;(rents, future parents, what
would you like to know that would help )Wiki In this job?

(.PROSE IF NECESSARY: discipline

intellectual stir..11.1tiOn

fa't.ily conflicts (inclui".g husband/wife
'conflicts)

physical develoent
'sex role cLyvelopmcnt

7
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4. TV prorar cor.e in different "for. .Its" -- e.g., dranil, coi!edy,

discussion brcr.i,ro.,:is, variety shows, etc. What kind of foi nat
do you thint, would be best for a sh-a like .h's'
COnINED IDLA (E.G., DP.X k DISC'JSSJO).

5. EXPLAIN "KIST/ESS" IDEA. Who/do you think micht 1.:e a ,.00d
host/ess for a show 11\ke this'? AFTER GP.OU,'S'
ET iC: Cill Cixbv,'nte,.! authority on oni3 ri2velcnt,

:lary Tyler r:,ore, Robert Redford, Fredie Xeredith
Bax er'ano vid Birney.

Summa ze'type of person who secms most appropriate and why.

VI. Public vs. co7Y)r.-..i31 TV (10 minutes)

1. Lot's finish WO t31!:ing about puMic c.nd cercial TV for
a while. 'e,nat's your view of public TV vs. coTTercial TV?
What are tre strengths of each? rThat are th3 wvknesses,of
each? Ndy ainut tne re: oror:raq, idea we have L4.2en talking
about -- w:ere iu best tit in?

4

WRAP UP: Any other co7ents on anything we've been talking about? Any
questions? P;AND OUT QUESTIO:dRfS, INCENTIVES.

4





Respondents List

Agronsky, Martin: Social and News Commentator, Producer and
Monitoreof popular publi television program, "Agronsky-
and Company."

Angott, Madeline: Producer "N t for Women Only," Programmer for
several,da time television shows', Teacher at NYU:, Author ,

"Teen Age Gangs'.'"
. ,

Baltzell, E. Digby: .Chairman, Department of Sociology, University
'Of Pennsylvania, author of "The Protestant Establishment,"
"Th,e Philadelphia Gentleman."-

Bell, errel: Former U.S. ComMi,sioner.of Education, currently
State Commissioner of Higher Education and Chief Executive-
Officer of the Board of Regents for the State of Utah.

Beusse, Robert: Secretary of Communication for the U.S. Catholic
Conference.

r

Bodwell, Douglas: Director of Edcational Activities for the
Corporation for Public BroadCasting.' .

* ,

_

Bradt, Jack: Family Systems Psyc4\ atrist at the Groome Center,
1 Sibley Hospital in Washington D.C.

.*

r I ,.

Burke, Yvonne Brathwaite: U.S. Representative from 'CalifoTnia,
28th District; first woman tolbe granted maternity leave in
office.

Burros, Marian: -Food Editor of the Washington Post and Television
ConSumer Reporter.

Caldwell, Bettye: Professor of Early Development, University of
Arkansas; Director.of the Kramer School/Day Care Cehter7for
Babies through 12-years old.

. .

Cantor, Muriel: Sociologist at American Universitys,Aifthor of
"Hollywood TV Producer" and "Varieties of Work "; co-autibag
of CPB report on Women in Puhlic Broadcasting. 4

Gardenaz,'Rene: President of Bilingual. Children's Tel vision,
Producer of "Villa Allegro."

Chandler, Barbara: Education Program Specialist, Office of
Adult Education, HEW.

I
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Charren, Peggy: President, ACtion for Children's Television (ACT).o

Cohen, Edwin: President, Agency for Instructional Television (AIT).

Cook, Gayla: Directof, Media Software Cable Communications Resource
Center, Booker T. Washington Foundation.

Culkin, John: Department Chairman of Communicetiodt, New School for
Social Reseafch in New York City, formerly Director of the
Center for Understanding Media.

Dittman, Laura: Natiopal Director of. Project Development Continuity,
OCD.

DOress, Paula: Member of-the Boston Women's Health Book Collective
which wrote and published Our Bodies, Ourselves and currently
working on a book on parenting.

Dyke, James: Special Assistant to the e President for Issue
Development, Specialist in educational priorities for the

.': administration.

Picker, Annette: Pediatrician at Children's Hospital, part of the
hospital team which works'with child abusers and Potential

-abusers.

Fleming, Arthur S.: U.S. CoMmissiorier on Aging.

Goodman, Ellen: 'Syndicated Columnist for the BostOp Globe.

Gorovitz, Samuel: Chairman, Department of Philosophy at the
University of Maryland.

Halperin, Samuel:rirector of the Institute for Educational
Leadership, George Washington University.

Healy, Timothy S.:- President Georgetown University, Author of
twgepooks dealing with the works of John Downet former
Vic President, Fordham University and Vice ChAtcellor
for Academidi Affairs at City University of-New York.

Housman', J,ouis:" National Media .Resource Center on the,Aging.

Hutc*s, Vince: Bureau Director, Bureau of Community Health
.rSetvices Office of Maternal` -and Child Health /Associate.

7

Johnson, Richard:- Specialist for Head Start, National Parent
Involvement/Social SeFvice, OCD. .
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Kilpatrick, James J.: Social Commentator, Contributing Editorial

A
Writer for the Washington Star, Television Commentator appear-
ing on "60 Minutes" and "Agronsky.and CoMpany."

Lesser, Gerald: Prdfessor at Howard Graduate School- of Education.,
Author of "Children and Television."

Leverton, Ruth: Former Research Advisor in Foods and Nutrition,
USDA.

Lowery, Joseph E.: Chairman of the Board of, the Southern Leadership'
Conference, Minister of the Central United Methodist Church,
Atlanta.

Mays, Benjamin: President of the Board of Education, Atlanta,Pultlic-
Schools, Author "Born to/Rebel", former PreSident, Morehouse'
College. 3.

McNamara, Margaret: Founder and Dfrector of the Reading,ts Funda-,
. mental Program.

Morrisett, Lloyd: President, the Jolin and Mary Merkle Foundation,
formerly the VicePresident of the' Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching. it

OV'

Nottingham, Stuart: Public Health Service Medical Officer, Division
of Scientific fnvestigations,,Office of NewDrug Evaluation,
Bureau of Drugs, FDA.

8"nchez, Leveo: President, Development Associates, Inc.

Nyquist, Ewald B.: Former Commissionr',.-Education Department,
New York State.

Sandler, Bernice: Dirbctor, Projection the Status of Women in
Higher Education.

Shannon, William: Writer, Editorial Staff, New York Times.,

pellman, Gladys Noon: U.S. Representative, 5th Congressional
District of Maryland; former Teacher and Vice President-
of Maryland's State PTA. . -

Terkel, Studs: Radio persohalitY, Author Of.Working."

Weintraub, Fred: President, Council for Exceptional Children.

Wigsen, Harold E.: Educational Telecommunications Specialist with
Nationa). Education Association. A

Will; 'George F.: Pulitzer Prize Winner) Social Commentatdr,
0

Contributing EditorialWriter for the Washington Post, Associates
Editor for,NewsNeek; Television'ComMentator on "Agronsky and
Company." .

r.
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Williams, David: Director, Southwest Educational La' oratories.
"No 4i;

Wilson, Eleanor: Executive Director, 4H Program for U.S. Department
of Agricultural Extension Service.
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'a .SAMPLING PLAN FOR TELEPHONE SURVEY

ti

. Applied Management Sciences developed a samplef adultp. within,

listed.telephone households in the continental United States that

is representative in.terms of geographic location, age, race, sex,

education and income level. In ordel to obtain a national sample

Of the- hype required by the 'Office of Education, Applied Man,gement

Sciences employed a' multi-stage stratified cluster sample in//which
household's were thebasi-e sampling unit and adults within blouse

olds wer'e\the unit of anarysis, and various geographic and popula-

tion criteria were used to configure clusters and sampling strata.

The design that Applie,d Management Sciences aliplied in the
... .,..

. teeas assessment telephone survey
,
had five distinct levels. The.

7 .

first.stage provided for tht Stlection of States... Two - states,'
, -.

-k

Alaska-and Hawaii, 1p.e elliminated for cost cOnsideratiois, and .

seven other states:N.th'Dakotaz South Dakota,.Delaware, New
fHampshire, Rhode IslandlIdaho and 'WYoming, were at this

small %, ft . . -stage because of the.* very small populatioalp*in _proportion to-the
1-i-k s

total thS. population. The elimination of s states does .not
,., ..' et 0

0 pose a seribu6 ihreat'to the generalizabilitysoFthe failings since': ty:.-i

,(1) the-total population of these nine states comprisesa small

proportior.of the total U.S. population, and (2") other states'within

regions reliresentedby, the glimilltled s.tates were in0fuded. ana, thus,
. 7 . 0 ,

1/
it 'T,'

.- .

;.-regional representation was achieved. i
--4br .

ft..

1#
The number, of respondents .sampled from each of the nine 'Census
regions is proportionate to the-total population within each,regions

. _
indicated.region, as indicated hy the chart di layed in Appendix .

1

ia
4

la
a,a

a ..-- t - 0
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The.selection of counties thinth'in states was accomplished in

the second stage of the sampling plan, and counties. were selected
,

on a random basis. This selection procedure ensured that counties

with a wide range of population size (i.e.,.rural, suburban and

urban) were incldded.in the sample in proportion to their incidence

in the state, and that no other source of systematic' bias wasintro-

duced.
4

IV

The third stage involved the selection of primary sampling-

'units within counties. For the purpose o this study, primary

sampling Units were defined as censd ractS for all tracted

`counties included in the sample and municipal civil divisions. with-
.

in all non=tracted counties. The primary sampling units'were again

selected on a random basis, which'ensured that no systematic biaS

was involved in the selection of primary sampling units. The third

stage 'resulted in. the selection of 240 primary sampling units

within 41 states and the District of Columbia within the nine census

regions of the nation.

Secondary sampling units consisting of clusters. of 53:house-'

holds within each primary sampling unit were selected in the fourth

stage. Within each pri47mary sampling unit, one zip eehe area was

randomly selected and a 'Donnelly directory of listed telelphone

numbers was obtained for that zip code area.Y Subsequently, a

cluster,of 55 household telephone listings was randomly selected

from within the relevant total telephone listing for the alip code

I area-, Thus, the sample from which telepholie calls were mad and

individual respondents were selected.consisted of 240 clus rs,

B

Donnelly direct9riesf are org niz-ed for discrete zip code areas,
and for this reason one individual zip code area within.a primary
sampling unit was chosen. Some bias was introduced at this stags
because some zip code areas include more than one primary sampling
unit, and these were not considered. 'However, this bias is
minimal if,iome can consider that eliminated zip code areas do not'
systematically differ from zip code areas defined only one
priTary, sampling,unit.



4

each of 'Which, in turn, consisted of 55 households with listed

telephone numbers.

The fifth stage involved the selection of adult respondents

within households with listed telephones. Within each cluster of

55 telephone'households, telephone calls were placed to randomly

selected households, untilg maximum of five or six interviews0

were completed within each cluster.(half of the clusters were

randomly. assigned a maximum of five and six completed interviews,

respectively, in order to obtain 1,300 completed interviews over

240 cluSters). That is, substitutions were made for non-completed

calls. Additionally, two screening devices were used. The

%respondent had to-be an iaurt eighteei years or older) and

a 50 percent representation of male and female respondents had to

be achieved within each cluster. In most cases, the first adult

to ,answer the telephone was selected the respondent, unless, the
1

maximum number of 'interviews had already been cnpleted in the

adultis same-gender category, in which case an adult of the opposite

sex ,was asked to come to the.telephone
, .

,

In a strictly technical sense, in order for the sample of

respondents to be `considered` as a n tional probability,sample, the

respondents within a household shou d h,e selected ,randomly. This

would involve asking the person who would answer the telephone for

the names of all adults in_his/her-househdld, randomly sgleCting the

respondent, and repeating t.tfbselection if the respondent is.Un-

available. This proAess cumbersomeand is likely to alienate th

1/ For convenience; an equal number of listed telephone households
were chosen within each.zip code'areas, regardless of the total
number of listed households in :the area. Since the previous --.

stages of the sampling plan provided for the selection of urban,
suburban', and rural are in proportion to their incidelke in the,
population, this'equal ection strategy does not introduce.bias
by populationedensity of areas.

.
0

, .
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potential respOndent. For these reasons, Applied Management
Sciences chose to select.the first adult*who met, the gender quali-.

fications who, reached the telephone as the spondent: The process
used for respondent selection withil,households ,did not pose,a
serious tJireat to the generalizability of studyresults to a
national atkon.
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I

C9MPARION OF SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHICS
.TO POPULATION DEMOGRAPHICS

r.

Conpleted 1

Interview 1
Sample C.,) :

ropuiat ion v.coraln,.:
to 1P -LI U.S. Cenu,

I
(t) to Gaul-t -,a lo

'

Sample C.,)

RI.GIONS
New l'iwland
Mid At Lint lc
Last North antral
West North Central
South Atlantis
Casa South Lential

.hest S.:,,:lth Ceitral
Motuitain ?

PacIfic
1,n

5.8
,19,0
19.2
8.5

14.9
5.8
9.2
4.2

13.3

.

.

-

..

5.7
18.7
19.5
8.1

14.9
6.1
9.4
4.0

13.6

-

. -

f

.

.

s

t)
....,

..s.

4

r3

\?1'
m ,

t

ACE 4
13-24.
25-,34
35-44
45-54
55-64

t 65
'',49,tust'd

13.2
20.9
15.2
16.2
14.S
18.1
1.5

f

18.7
1S.6
17:3 '
17.4
13.9
15.3

---zr
,

x 1.5

N .83

4oal
mt

- 19.2
ZU 2
14.6
15.7
23.4
23.8
1.5

INIZINI.,
0- 4,999 ' .

5,000- 9,999 .
16,000.14,9Yt3
15,000-24,999
25.000 and over, ..
Refused Jr

13`.1
15.8
21.2
24.2
8.9

16.7

15.7*
19.0
25.4
29.1
10.7

29.1
23.5
22.4
15.5
4.2 .

,

1.6
16-.0
21.8

- t4.3 .,
8.8 .

16.5

SEX
Male
Female. s

50.1
49.9

.

.
"47.5
52.5

50.8
49.2

N1ARITAL SLAWS .
Married
Single, - w
Widowed
1..ivorced/Separated

`Cth,zr

69.5
14.3
9.2
6.5

.5

63.5
25.4
7.9
3.3

4111
67.7
17.4
7.9
6.4
.5 .

RACE
Black, not of Hispanic aiu.
Nate, not' of Hispanic 'gin'
Hispanic
Asian clr Pa-cific Islander

',SI. Amin= Indian or Alaskan .hive
Refused

.

10.1
82.5
3.5
.3

1.2
1.8

9.8
88.9
3.8

. 1.4'
'1.4 .,

10.5
,82.0

5.9
5.9
5.9
1.7 'I

EEL/CATION -
Grade School or less
ScCie High School '
High School gm-Aluate
Some College/Vecational Training
Tuo Yea? Collse.t,-e or Vocational Grad.
C Ile;e Graduate

raduate-Training,
ljefuscd

10.1
12.3
34.3
13.6
8.2

13.0
7.0
.1.4

1 '

,

i

-

'Not
Compa rabic

,,

.
,

,

.

0

.

, 21.4
21.4
34.3
23.0
23.0
19.9 -

* 19.9
1.4

* Percentages

.46

recalbulated withttrt 'counting. refusals at a rate of 83.3

'C.,

c.

JI

o

0

4
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1oe c:roup
Topic and ProhahilitN 1.,e1 18-25 25-34 5i44 45-S1 s3Mnd over

Problems of discipline 0.0u101
Cognitive dcielor ,it
Relation,hip, 14.tt. lithcr (.000p)
How a child emits-c tine t.OiJUt
How a child develops 10-tee (.0000)
How a child '1e rte', t dues in.! loials'(.0000)

-How a child can leel to deal '.1th failuie (.0000)

00.5

t

(.!9.,2

09.9

3.2

00.4

:.;

c3.5
67.0

52.0

1

51.0
54.5

-3q.4
35.1
36.4
29.9
30.2
35.3
33.8

es
a

Cdueatibn Group

Topic and Probability Leval .

0'

Less i than

High school
High school
Graduate

-Tore than High .
School, less than
College Ciaduate

College
Graduate
or more

Pioblems o discipline (.00531
-

Cognitim'development (.03'0'} 4

Relationships betbeen mother /father (.0003)
How a child expresses emotion (.000') '

Ho,. a child dcielops self-1:1,1,e (.00011
Ho'. a child lArds A.alues-,ind morals' (.0179)
Hot: a Child can learn v deal with failure (.0040)

50.6
51.6
49.5
4S.8
46.4
49.8
48.6

,

-56.6
58.4
55.5
52.7
54.0
58.5
57.1

S7.6
66.7
62.3
58.7
59.7
63.4
62.3

55%6
58.8
5".8
54.1
59.8
59.7
58.6

,,,J., "P "l
Topic andProbability Level .

.

$0-4,999
55,000.
$9,999

sio,poo-
$14,999

lis,coo-
$24,999

$25,000
and over

Problems of discipline (.0039)
Cognitive development .0 24)
Relationships between pthcr/father (.0007
How a child expresses emotion (.0003)
How a child develops self-image fi0003)
How a child learns values an morals (.0007)
How 4 child Tan learn to de with failure (.0005)

.r6.

47.
48.-3 '-

40.4 r,
43.0
46.3
46.6

58.5
-464.3

5'7,,3

'53.0'
\5.9.

2.9
57.15-

640. 9

63:5
59.6
59.7

( 59.2
) 65.

62.'9

59.7
0 63.7

57.2
56.8
58.6
61.7
62.4

52.1
' 57.0
52.4
50.9
57.2
56.2
56.2

_

Parental StatLs
Topic and Probability Level Parent Non-parent

Cognitive Development (.0091)
l*

Problems of discipline (.0144)
Relationships between mother/father (,0295)
How a child expresses emotion (.0003)
How a child develops self-image (.0204)
How a child learns values and morals -(.0009)
Haw d child ca( learn to deal with failure S.0069)

47.7
58.3
56.9
56.2
57.7
,62 1

60.3

53.0

50.4
45.3
47.7
48.9

4+111k,
49.0

.,

4

, 1

a

.,e

4



TELEPHONE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
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I'm from' . an international
:arch company We are conducting a national
vey for the Department of Health, Education and Welfare that will help them

an their future programs and would like to have your opinior)s.

tour participation in this, survey is purely voluntary on your part; however, we
would appreciate your help by answering these questions for us.

It.
(

Are yOu eighteenfyears, of age Yes: (CONTINUE). . . . . . O.. 1 -14
or older? '" , No . (ASK TO SPEAK TO SOMEONE

18 OR OLDER ?' 2

1. _pow would you.rate your community or neighborhood in terms of its desirability
as. a place to 1 ive?

ASK AS AN OPEN END:

DO NOT RECORD ANSWERS, THIS IS A WARM-UP 'QUESTION ONLY.

2. We are interested in finding but about the important problems or .coricerns

people have -

'that

they'd like some help with or information about. What
do you think are the major problems or issues that face people n your
neighborhood right now?

INTERVIEWER, ,PROBE FOR MORETHAN ONE ISSUE OR PROBLEM.'
. I

"S.

le 15-16

17 -18

19 -20

21-22

1

91.
o

I

1
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3. I'm going to read you a list of problems that commonly face people, and
after I .read each one to you, I'd like-you to rate how important that
probl em i s toie people in yocir neighborhood.

Tell me whether it's very important, somewhat important, or nort important.
REPEAT CATEGORIES AS OFTEN' AS NECESSARY.

IF RESPONDENTS REPLY THAT THEY DO NOT KNOW PEOPLE IN THEIR NEIGHBORHOOD
OR THEIR PROBLEMS...,... ASK THEM TO RATE THE IMPORTANCE. OF THESE PROBLEMS
TO, THEIR FRIENDS OR RELATLES; IF THEY STATE THAT THEY CAN'T GUESS HOW
THEIR FRIENDS, OR RELATIVES FEEL ABOUT THESt PROBLEMS, ASK THEM TO RATE
HOW IMPORTANT THE PROBLEMS ARE TO THEMSELVES.

.

a. How to manage money well 3 2

b. Obtaining information about
mental health services 3, 2

c: Handling a drug abuse problem 3 / 2

d. Environmental pro bl ems ,ka nd

what can be done e0out them 3 i 2
-

e, Getting along well with their
husband or wife 3 2

f. Getting along well with parents , 3 2

g. Getting along well with
children 3 2

h. Taking care of their own
and their family's health 3 ° 2

i . Handling an alcoholic problem 3 2

j. Good' food/nutrition practices 3 2c
k. Raising young' children 3 ' 2

1. Raising teenabe children 3 ,2 1

m.-ConsPumer action channels 3 2

n. Problems with divorce 3 2 '

o. Planning for retirement
, 8 2

p. Rising- crime rates -3 2

q. Obtaining adequate housing 3 2

r. How the education system
operates 3 2

Very Somewhat
Important Important

99

Not Don't
Important Know .

1 0 25

1 0 26

1 0 27

1 0 28

..s..,

____/..._ _
0 29

1 0 30

1 . 0 31

1 0 .32

1 0 33

1 0 34

1 0 35

O. 36

1 0 37

1 ' 0 38.

1 0 39

1 0 40

1 0 '41

11 0 42



Now, I'm going to read you a list of problems related to personal growth
and ?kill, and I'd like you to rate how important' each problern"rs, to

people in' your neighborhood,, Tell me whether it's very important, some-
what important, or not, important.

REPEAT CATEGORIES AS OFTEN AS NECESSARY.

AGAIN, IF RESPONDENT'S CAN'T ANSWER FOR PEOPLE IN THEIR NEIGHBORHOOD, ASK
THEM TO RATE THE IMPORTANCE. OF THESE PROBLEMS TO-THEIR FRIENDS OR
RELATIVES; IF-THEY CAN'T ANSWER FOR FRIENDS.OR RELATIVES, ASK THEM
TO RATE HOW IMPORTANT THE PROBLEMS ARE TO THEMSELVES.

; Very Somewhat Not , Don't
'Important Important Important Know.

ra. Keeping up with current affairs

b. Understanding changing- roles. and
responsibilittes for men and
women

c.. The clAengeover to the
metriCosysieM:

d. cHow to-do'home repairs

4-4e, Learning more,about-types of
hobbie§Ycrafts:"

f. How to find opportunities for
community, invol-yement

g.sUse of leisure timg.

h. Preparing ilneOme tax'returils

i. How to play varlout sports
.

3

3 2

3 - 2

3 2

3 2

3 2

3 2

3 2

3 2

1

1

' 1

St-

00 43,

0 45

Os ,46

0 47

0 48

0 49

0 50

0 5l

Are there any other problems or concerns',
that we haven't covered that you think
people would like morecinformation about?

,
Yes

,

. . 1 -52
No

2

IF YES ASK WHICH ONES? (PROBE)

4P . '53-54

55-56

57-68

6. Do You think that television series
or specials give people information
that helps,them to cope with their
problems?.

4

Ye.S.:. A
No

'Maybe

Don't know

.

1-59''

2

3
0 :"1

.

93



a

e . ....", 4

Q
--

7. Are there any prOblems or issues
that fice.pebple around you that

might.be able to athiress? No

Yes

° 2

1-60,,you-think television programming

V

IF YES,.ASK WHICH ONES?'
i

MASK AS AN OPEN -END)

A' Health/nutrition
,..

' B .'Drug/alcohol abuse . . . , 1 , 4
O

'_C Mental health
...,

t
-. .

D Interrelationships (withfamily, :friends, etc ),-

E Ra-ki.ng children/parenting
. . -.. ,

F Contumerism/moffey Minagement/financial planning

G "How to build/repair things

H Current affairs

I Leisure time use (hobblca;"sports, -ifecreation

J Historical events

K Community help/involvement

.

il .

.

,

.

('

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

):

)

) y-

)

)--

)

)

)

)

)

)

L I Other

(SPECIFY)
OOOOO

4*.

G

8. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is thinking about
developing a television series an parent education and raising
young children, which would concentrate,on the problems of, parents.
How important do you think it is to PeoPle in your neighborhood to
get more information about raising young children?

be Very important 1-7.7

Fairly important 2

Moderately important.. . 3

Slightly important. . . 4

-Not at all important. . . 5

Don't know. 0

61-71 ,

72

73-74

75-76

9

End Cd 1

r.
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(/:

9: Do you have children? ,

6 -

9a. How many children do yoCi have?

Col 12-13
Cd 2

Y e
1 14.

No

One 1

Two 2

Three: . . ..... . 3

Fotir or more 4

9b, How old are they?

Betwsen 0- 5 years old

6-10 years old

11-15 years did

16-20 years old. .

21 years old +

Write in
#, of childten

../-

41"

1/

6

'S

95,

t.

4

p

151

16

17

18

119

20-21

.1/



10. How interested would you be in
watching a television program
or series on parenting?

Ver& interested 1 -22

Moderately intereseted ,, 3

Not at all interested . . . 5

Don' t khow

S1 ightly interested 4

Fairly interested 2

0

4

IF INTERESTED, ASK:

Since you've indicaed' that you have some interest in learning about
raising young childrien, I'd like to ask you about some of the ideas
that we've had about topics to cover in the'series. After 1,mention ,

a opic to 'you, ;please rate how important that topic would be to you.
,Tell me whether it's very important, somewKat impqrtant, or not im-

porta

How a child grows and develops
physic 114

b. How a hild 1 arns and how
h4s mind develops

c. Probl emsof scipl ine

d. The relatids ips between a
mother and fa her-

e. How to handle fighting.
among children

f. Taking care of yourself
during pregnancy , .

g. ,Probledis of being a single I. ...,,,

parent

h. How a child expresses emotion,

(i. How.a child develops a self-
image

._

j. How a child learns values
and morals

k. How a child can learn' to
. deal wi.th failure.

1. Problems of working parents
and child care .

m. Other
(SPECIFY)

t

,Very Somewhat Not . Don't
Important Important Important Know

3 2 1

3 2

I

30 2

1

2 I

0

1

9.

4
....,. 3 2 l 0

..`)- 3 '2 1 0

,.

'3 2 1 :0

.3 2 1

.,

3 2 1 0'

.3 2 1 0

4 , 2 ; 1 ,
t 0r

0'

v(

4

.96

23

2

25

2

27

`29

30

32

33

34

.35

36-3,7

38 -39



11. Do you own a,television set? Yes. . ., . . 1-40
No .(GO TO DEMOGRAPHICS) . . 2

IF YES, ASK:

Can you receive a public television station on a television set in your
home? IF. RESPONDENT ASKS, DEFINE PUBLIC STATION AS ONETHAT IS NON-
COMMERCIALLY OWNED. EXCLUDES ABC, NBC, CBS, METROMEDIA, AND GROUP W
STATIONS.'

CODE - RESPONSE INTO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES.

Yes
1

Yes, but with poor reception 2

No' (IF NO, SKIP TO DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS) 3

How often do you watch prograMs on a public TV station?

CODE RESPONDENT REPLY INTO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES.

Several times a week
1

Couple times a week 2

Couple times per month 3

Once every few months' 4

Never 5

What was the last progrom you watched on public television?

97

00.

4J

42

43 -44
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Now, I haVe kfew questions for statistical purposes. This information will
only be used for comparison purposes. Your nswers will be combined with answers
0f people
to you

similar to yourself and no one wil
personally.

have any way to trace your response

I. Into which of the followidg categgri s 18-24 years 1 -45
does your age fall? 25-34 years 2

35-44 years 3

45-54 years 4
55-64 years 5

65 and over 6

Refused 0

II. Whith of the following cateoories
describes your r4cial or ethnic back-
ground?

Hispanic
Black (Not of Hispanic

1 -46

(READ CATEGORIES) origin) 2

White (Not of Hispanic
origin) 3

Asian or Pacific .

Islander. ". 4

American Indian or
Alaskan Native 5

Refused/D.K. 0

LI-h What is the highest level of
schooling that you have completed?

IV. Which of the following categories
describes your families total .

annual income in 1976 before'
taxes?

Grade school or less . : .1-47
Some high school .-. . . 2

Graduated high school . . . 3
Some college or vocational

training
,

4
2-year college graduate
or vocational grad 5

College graduate. . . .\. . 6

Some graduate training. . . 7

Refused/bon't know 0

0-$4,999 1-48
$5,000-59,999 2

$10,000-514,999 3

$15,000-$24,999 4
525;000 and over 5

Refused/D K 0

t._

96

APPLIED
MANAGEMENT

SCIENCES I

.



1 0 "

C

V.

...

Which of the following categories
,

describes your marital status? Married 1

Single 2
.. Widowed 3 49

..

Divorced/Separated
Other .

4

0

(SPECIFY) ', 50

VI. Sex (BY OBSERVATION) Male 1 -51I
Female 2

C

v

9J
.r.

4

,
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AIENDIX F
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TELEPHONE SURVEY MATRIX OF OBJECTIVES,
QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS, AND'DATA ANALYSIS
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IONE 3:2'. E:' nTRIX OF, OBJECTIVES, QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS, AND DATA ANALYSIS

OBJECTIVE
1. QUESTIONNAIRE

ITEM D'ATA'A\AS.1.5 'PLAN

to deter;ina peoples' so iu1
service' ;Ieliery !weds

.2) to detertine peoples' infor-
mat,ianal needs

-5) to determine if tel- evision is
`perceived as a delivery ;system

TA

4) to determine whether TV pro-f
_gramming could bd delivery
system

5) v) determine if parenting
is perceived need

6) to determine parenting-
related need areas, if any

P.*

7) to determine age/sex/race/-
.7marital status/income/edu-
cation/geographic_location/
urbanicity differences in
responses

'8) receptiveness to public
television programming

3 and 5 j

4` and S

6

7,

and.12

13

la - 23 ,

and pre-
screened,
variables
of geogra-
phic loca-
tion and
urbunicity

15 and 16

.41

It

iequency dist. of response cate-
gorie-s

cross.:tabuiati,on with demographic
variables (see objective 8)
chi-square test of significance
significance test of proportional
differences t

. ,

o ftequency dist. of respo5se cate-
gories

o cross- tabulation with 'demographic
variabfq

o chi-square lest of signifleance
,o significance test of proportional

differences

o r;equency dist.' of response cate-
gories
cross-tabulation with demographic
variables°
chi- - square test of significance
significance test of proportional
differences,

fr9quency dist. of response cate-
gories
cross tabulation with demographic%
variables
chi-square test of significance

o significance test of proportio;a1
differences

frequency dist. of response cate-
gories

o cross- tabulation with demographic
variables

o chi-square test of significance
ci significance test of proportipnal

diffi.ences

f'requency dist. of response Cate-
.gories.
7-cross-tabulation with demographic
variables

o chi-squareest of significance
o significance test of proportional

difieronces

o use in cross - tabulation with all
other variables

ftzquency dist. of responsecNte-
gOries

-0 cross-tabulation with demogrdphic.
-.variables, 1-2, .and 5-8'
chi-square test -of significance

o significance test of proportional
differences


